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ABSTRACT
Using Electromagnetic Induction Sensing to Understand the Dynamics
and Interacting Factors Controlling Soil Salinity

by

Xystus N. Amakor, Doctor of Philosophy
Utah State University, 2013

Co-major advisors: Drs. Astrid R. Jacobson and Grant E. Cardon
Department: Plants, Soils, and Climate
Soil salinization is of great concern in the irrigated arid and semi-arid western
United States due to its threat to sustainable agricultural productivity and thus is closely
monitored. A widely accepted and traditional standard method for estimating soil salinity
is the electrical conductivity of the saturated paste extracts (ECe). However, this method
underestimates salinity due to ion pair formation in high ionic strength solution.
Numerous studies have recommended the use of an electromagnetic induction
(EMI) sensing technique to monitor field-scale soil salinity due to rapidness and nondestructiveness of the sampling. However, because the EMI measurement (ECa) is
related to a host of soil properties, calibrating ECa to salinity in a non-homogeneous
setting is particularly challenging.
The main objective of this study is to understand the dynamics and interacting
factors controlling soil salinity using an EMI sensor. Specifically, a correction is made
for the underestimation of soil salinity from saturated paste extracts, and a calibration
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model is developed that is capable of predicting salinity directly from ECa despite the
non-homogeneity of potential perturbing factors. A comparison is made of salinity
measurement methods based on soil saturated pastes with respect to specific soil
management goals.
Results show that ion pairing exists even in low ionic strength solution and by
diluting the saturated paste extracts to conductivities ≤ 0.03 dS m-1 (ECed), ion pairing is
minimized. An improved salinity estimate is obtained by computing total dissolved solids
(TDS, in mM) from the ECed values, and then multiplying the TDS by the dilution
factor. We also developed a calibration model using quantile regression, which makes no
assumption about the distribution of the errors, and which is capable of predicting low
range soil salinity (such as that in calcareous soils) from ECa depth-weighted
measurements (ECH25ECe). A comparison of ECe, ECed, ECH25ECe, and direct
measurement of EC in soil pastes (“Bureau of Soils Cup” method, ECcup) across six
depths, three texture groups, and the combinations of EC method and depth or texture
groups, supports the use of the ECH25ECe method to rapidly and reliably monitor salinity
in calcareous soils of arid and semiarid regions.
(144 pages)
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PUBLIC ABSTRACT
High amounts of salts in soils and a greater tendency of these soils to become
even more saline is of great concern in arid and semi-arid western United States. Soils in
Cache County, Utah are no exception. Salinization negatively affects the soil, crop, and
the quality of groundwater. Thus, the long-term sustainable management of irrigated
agricultural lands is threatened.
However, the salinity of these soils are closely monitored and managed to ensure
sustainable agricultural productivity. A widely accepted and traditional standard method
for estimating soil salinity is by measuring electrical conductivity of saturated paste
extracts. Apart from the tedious and time-consuming nature of this method for detailed
salinity inventory, it underestimates salinity due to a chemical artifact referred to as ion
pair formation in high ionic strength solution.
The purpose of this research is to evaluate the utility of an electromagnetic
induction sensing to understand the dynamics and interacting factors controlling soil
salinity. With the electromagnetic induction technique, salinity can be monitored rapidly
and non-destructively. However, electromagnetic induction measurements must be
calibrated to measure salinity. The challenge in calibration is because the sensor
estimates other properties of the soil in addition to salinity. Previous studies assumed
uniformity of all soil properties, except soil salinity, influencing the sensor reading. Such
homogeneous conditions rarely occur in soil.
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This study achieves its aim by first proposing a correction to ion pairing in high
ionic strength solution so as to improve estimates of salinity. Secondly, this research
proposes a model to predict salinity that takes into account the nonhomogeneous nature
of factors affecting the sensor measurement. Finally, this paper compares salinity
measurement methods based on soil saturated paste with respect to specific soil
management goals.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Electromagnetic induction (EMI) is a rapid, efficient, non-destructive field-based
method of assessing soil salinity. However, an EMI sensor (e.g., the EM 38-DD from
Geonics Inc., Mississauga, ON) does not directly measure salinity; rather it measures the
bulk apparent electrical conductivity (ECa) of the soil. Therefore, for purposes of
monitoring salinity, the ECa readings must be calibrated with the traditional laboratory
estimate of salinity, which is the electrical conductivity of the saturation paste extract
(ECe) (U.S. Salinity Laboratory Staff, 1954).
Calibrating ECa readings to soil salinity can be expensive and laborious; requiring
lots of ground-truth ECe data for detailed field inventories and monitoring of soil salinity
(Webster and Oliver, 1992; Kerry and Oliver, 2007). Additionally, the relationship
between ECa and soil properties such as clay content, clay mineralogy, soil salinity,
water content, bulk density, pore size distribution, cation composition, cation exchange
capacity, and temperature, complicates the calibration modeling (Corwin and Lesch,
2005). Despite the sample needs, calibration models have been developed in situations
where soil salinity is the dominant factor affecting bulk ECa (Corwin and Rhoades, 1982;
Wollenhaupt et al., 1986; McKenzie et al., 1989; Johnston et al., 1996).
The following calibration model functions have been used over time to predict
soil salinity: simple linear (McKenzie et al., 1989), multiple linear (Lesch et al., 1995),
established coefficient (Corwin and Rhoades, 1982, 1984), modeled coefficient (Slavich,
1990), logistic profile model (Triantifilis et al., 2000), and exponential decay profile (Yao
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et al., 2007) models. Four outstanding weaknesses of these models are 1) they assumed
homogeneity to all factors affecting ECa but salinity, which is rarely the case in the real
world, 2) they assumed homogeneity in the salinity depth profile by using McNeill’s
(1980) theoretical depth response proportions to partition the bulk ECa signal readings
into multiple depths, 3) they used a single best-fit conditional mean line based on an
ordinary least squares (OLS) regression method that is highly dependent on distributional
assumptions such as normality and homoscedasticity. To model such a heterogeneous
relationship, OLS models fail to fully describe the relationship at every level of the soil
salinity distribution, and 4) they calibrated ECa made the traditional standard method for
estimating salinity (ECe), which may be misleading and underestimate soil salinity due to
ion pair formation in the soil solution.
Soils like many other environmental resources are highly variable across soilscape and time. The degree of heterogeneity of soil properties as affected by the soilforming factors and processes can result in high prediction uncertainty with the ECe-ECa
calibration model (Wittler et al., 2006). Thus, using the theoretical depth response curves
meant for homogenous profiles (McNeill, 1980), with an assumption that they are equally
applicable to heterogeneous profiles is misleading. This is because the process of soil
horizonation (such as translocation and illuvial accumulation of organic matter, clay, or
secondary carbonates) may affect ECe differentially between profiles.
Given the level of heterogeneity in soil salinity, there is a need for a regression
method that describes not just the mean, but every other point in the salinity distribution
(Mosteller and Tukey, 1977). Such a calibration model should be insensitive to outliers
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in the salinity data and features a more robust estimate of salinity. A robust model would
be one that makes no distributional assumption about the error term in the model and is
capable of characterizing the entire conditional distribution of the salinity variable given
a set of covariates.
Ion pairing in a solution affects the overall ionic strength, composition, size,
charge, nature, and mobility of the soluble species (Alzubaidi and Webster, 1983; Csillag
et al., 1995; Darab et al., 1980; Marion and Babcock, 1976; Sposito, 1984), and thus, the
electrical conductivity values (Darab et al., 1980; Simon and Garcia, 1999; Visconti et
al., 2010). Continued underestimation of ECe due to ion pair formation threatens the
long-term sustainable management of irrigated agricultural lands in regions faced with a
threat of soil salinization. This is due to the need for accurate ECe measurements to
calibrate with ECa readings. Accurate decisions from salinity monitoring therefore
depend on improving the estimates of salinity from the saturated paste extract method.
Because the saturation point requirement for the soil paste represents a single
realistic moisture state of the soil that can be reasonably reproduced and can
accommodate soils with a wide range of textures and organic matter contents, and
because the electrical conductivity of the saturated paste is generally used for calibrating
to ECa, a critical evaluation of saturated paste methods is therefore necessary. A
comparison was made of four saturated soil pastes methods (ECe, ECed, ECcup, and
ECH25ECe) across six soil depths (surface, 0.3, 0.6, 0.9, 1.2, and 1.5 m) and three texture
groups (clay, clay loam, and loam). This comparison was done to assess if any of these
laboratory-related methods can 1) save sufficient time and cost to warrant their use in the
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face of the uncertainty involved in preparing the soil saturated paste and 2) provide
sufficient salinity information to describe field-scale salinity changes in a cost effective
manner.
OBJECTIVES
The main aim of this study is to understand the dynamics and interacting factors
controlling soil salinity with the aid of an EMI sensor. The following specific objectives
are addressed in order to accomplish the main objective:
1) To determine the influence of ion pair formation in saturated paste extracts of
calcareous soils by investigating their ionic composition and speciation, and to
ultimately use this information to improve the estimates of soil salinity.
2) To present a more robust ECa–ECe calibration model that reveals a complete
relationship between these variables across the entire soil salinity distribution in a
region.
3) To compare the performance of soil saturated paste methods for estimating soil
salinity in terms of superiority for specific management purpose and ease of
measurement.
The hypothesis for accomplishing the first objective of improving estimates of soil
salinity is stated as follows: saturation paste extracts can be diluted to a point where ion
pair formation is minimized, so that the electrical conductivity (EC) of the saturation
paste extract (ECe) can be used to more accurately predict soil salinity. A proof of
concept study to test the hypothesis is made using salt solutions that yield ionic species
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and concentration commonly found in saline soil extracts. Speciation modeling (Visual
Minteq, ver. 3.0; Gustafsson, 2010) are used to support results of the salt solution study.
An optimal dilution rate that is obtained is then applied to subsamples of soil saturated
paste extracts. See Chapter 2 for full details on this study.
To accomplish the second objective, calibration modeling is first explored by using
existing least squares methods. Violations of model assumptions such as normality and
homoscedasticity, opened an avenue for addressing outliers in the salinity variable. A
new EMI weighting procedure to account for the large amounts of heterogeneity that may
have caused the upper-tailed distributional behavior is explored. A robust calibration
model is then developed using a new modeling technique that makes no assumption
about the distribution of the error term. Refer to Chapter 3 for full details on this study.
Finally, the third objective is accomplished by using repeated measures analysis of
variance to compare four EC measurement methods (ECe, ECed, ECcup, and ECH25ECe)
on the same set of soils, and to determine the impact that soil sampling depth and/or soil
texture has on the salinity estimates. For this comparison of treatments, the sampling sites
(N= 78) are the subjects with two between-subject group treatments, namely, depth (six
soil layers) and texture (three texture groups); and one within-subject effect, i.e., each EC
measurement method (with four measurement trials). The soil depth layers include the
surface soil, 0.3 m, 0.6 m, 0.9 m, 1.2 m, and 1.5 m. The soils are classified into three
texture groups as follows: clay group (including clay, silty clay, and sandy clay soils),
clay loam group (including clay loam, silty clay loam, and sandy clay loam soils), and
loam group (including loam, silt loam, and sandy loam soils). Two-way and three-way
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interactions are also explored to determine if the pattern of differences in mean salinity
estimates between soil depth layers change for some texture group and EC methods.
Chapter 4 provides full details on this study.
An overall summary and conclusions bring this dissertation to its end in Chapter
5.
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CHAPTER 2
IMPROVING ESTIMATES OF SOIL SALINITY FROM SATURATION PASTE
EXTRACTS IN CALCAREOUS SOILS 1
ABSTRACT
In the arid and semiarid western United States, accurate measurement of soil
salinity by electrolytic conductivity can be a challenge due to the formation of ion pairs
in the high ionic strength soil solutions that affect estimates of the total quantity of ions in
solution. Continued under-estimation of total dissolved solids (TDS) threatens the longterm sustainable management of irrigated agricultural lands in regions faced with a threat
of soil salinization. This study aims to improve estimates of soil salinity in calcareous
soils. We hypothesized that saturation paste extracts can be diluted to a point where ion
pair formation is minimized, so that the electrical conductivity (EC) of the saturation
paste extract (ECe) can be used to more accurately predict soil salinity. Results of an
analytical conceptual model using salt solutions and ion speciation modeling of these
solutions suggest that 0.03 – 0.05 dS m-1 is the optimal EC range beyond which dilutions
produce negligible decreases in EC and where approximately 99% of the ion species
occur as free ions. Diluting the saturation paste extracts to conductivities ≤ 0.03 dS m-1
(e.g., in our samples by a factor of approximately 1000), minimizes ion pairing as
supported by
_______________________
1

The material for this chapter was recently published as: Amakor, X.N., A.R. Jacobson, G.E. Cardon
(2013a), Improving Estimates of Soil Salinity from Saturation Paste Extracts in Calcareous Soils, Soil Sci.
Soc. Am. J. 77:792-799. doi: 10.2136/sssaj2012.0235
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analysis of ions in solution, solution speciation with visual Minteq, and comparisons of
calculated TDS (in mmol L-1). To therefore improve the estimates of salinity in
calcareous soils, we recommend diluting the saturated paste extracts to EC < 0.03 dS m-1,
computing TDS from the diluted EC values, and then multiplying the TDS by the dilution
factor.
INTRODUCTION
The traditional standard and most widely accepted parameter for estimating soil
salinity is the electrical conductivity of saturation paste extract (ECe), because the extract
simulates a naturally occurring state and may be related to plant response (U.S. Salinity
Laboratory Staff, 1954; Bower and Wilcox, 1965; Rhoades et al., 1999; Khorsandi and
Yazdi, 2011). ECe measures the ability of a medium (such as a soil extract) to carry an
electric current due to the migration of ions in solution. The current strength is
determined by the valence, migration velocity and concentration of the ions. A
combination of the Einstein relationship between diffusivity and ion mobility (Ui) and
Nernst-Einstein equation for the molar conductivity (Λi) – diffusivity relationship of an
ion, proves that changes in ion mobility under the influence of an electric field directly
affect the electrical conductivity values of the extract sample (equation 1).

 i  ziU i F

(1)

where, F is Faraday constant (C mol-1) and zi is the charge on ion, i (C).
Chen and Adelman (1980) showed that the relationship between ion mobility and
its charge and size is not trivial because the structure and dynamics of the hydration
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shells and the nature of the solvent regulates the relationship. Further, the molar
conductivity of ions in solution is a complicated function of concentration. Kohlrausch’s
law shows that at infinite dilution, the molar conductivity of each ion in a solution of
strong electrolytes decreases as a function of the square root of its concentration, ci (Tanji
and Biggar, 1972).

 i   0  ki ci

(2)

where, Λ0 is the molar conductivity at infinite dilution and ki is an empirical constant.
Debye, Hückel, and Onsanger refined Kohlrausch’s equation by replacing the
empirical ki constant with an A+BΛ0 term that can be theoretically derived from ionic
charge, temperature, the viscosity of the liquid, and the dielectric constant. An example
of the relationship can be seen in Figure 2-1 where total conductivity, based on the
Debye-Hückel-Onsanger equation, is plotted against the total ionic concentration of an
equimolar mix of ions (Na+, K+, Ca2+, Mg2+, Cl-, NO3-, SO42-) at pH 7.
As seen in Figure 2-1, the relationship only approximates linearity at low
concentrations. As the concentration of ions in solution increases, the relationship
between conductivity and ion concentration becomes increasingly nonlinear and the
Debye-Hückel-Onsanger equation shows poorer agreement between theory and
experiment. This is because the ions in solution begin to associate into ion pairs (Adams,
1971), which affects the overall ionic strength, composition, size, charge, nature and
mobility of the soluble species (Marion and Babcock, 1976; Darab et al., 1980; Alzubaidi
and Webster, 1983; Sposito, 1984; Csillag et al., 1995;), and thus the electrical
conductivity values (Darab et al., 1980; Simon and Garcia, 1999; Visconti et al., 2010).
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The concentrations of total dissolved solids (TDS, in mg L-1 or mmol L-1) cations
and/or anions (in mmol L-1) are other widely accepted water quality parameters for
quantifying salinity. Useful empirical relationships have been developed between ECe
and TDS (in mg L-1 or mmol L-1) (U.S. Salinity Laboratory Staff, 1954; Marion and
Babcock, 1976) andECe and ionic strength (I) (Griffin and Jurinak, 1973). Use of these
relationships to predict salinity in soil extracts produces variable results due to the
complexity of ion-pair formation, ion concentration and nature, and the types of soluble
salts in the solution (Simon et al., 1994; Hernandez et al., 2004). Therefore, to obtain an
accurate estimate of salinity, ion-pair formation must be addressed. Clearly a
modification to the ECe method of estimating soil salinity, particularly in semiarid and
arid calcareous soils, is essential.
The ion-pair formation weakness in using ECe to estimate soil salinity has been
identified by numerous researchers, such as Simon and Garcia (1999) and Adams (1971),
and numerous attempts have been made to address the problem (e.g., Alzubaidi and
Webster, 1983; Timpson and Richardson, 1986). Most of the approaches have been
empirical (Nakayama and Rasnick, 1967; Adams, 1971; Butler, 1998). As such, they are
limited either to a predefined range of ionic strengths, distributions and/or a concentration
of extracts (Tanji, 1969). Other approximations do not resemble reality because they are
based on iterative computational methods (Adams, 1971). An interesting study by Simon
et al., (1994) employed dilution as a means of minimizing ion pairing in 39 soils with
ECe ranging from 2.8 to 110 dS m-1. Simon et al. (1994) reported that the nonlinearity
(curvature) of the relation between ECe and TDS increases as ion pair formation
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increases and that dilution to a range of EC between 0.1 and 0.3 dS m-1 linearized the
relation by minimizing ion pairing. Support for their claims of ion pairing was statistical
rather than chemical. It was based on comparisons of the magnitudes of the coefficients
between monovalent and divalent ions in multiple regression models between ECe and
the concentrations of any two ions (Mg2+ and Na+, or SO42- and Cl-) in the saturated
extracts. Neither analysis of the ions in diluted extracts nor speciation modeling were
used to verify their claims. Unfortunately, their study precluded soils with ECe values
less than 2.8 dS m-1 based on the assumption that ion-pairing was not a significant
problem in soils with low to moderate ECe values. Due to the very low solubility of
calcium carbonate, the ECe values of calcareous soils typically fall below the range
targeted by the Simon et al. (1994) study. Since such soils are classed as non-saline to
very slightly saline (Soil Survey Division Staff, 1993), few studies have addressed the
impact of ion pairing on salinity estimates in calcareous soils. Yet problems associated
with Ca and/or Mg carbonate such as scale formation and bitter taste are well known in
areas with calcareous aquifers and it has been shown that calcareous soils are vulnerable
to salinization due to fertilizer additions and agricultural amendments (Bernal et al.,
1992). Accounting for ion pairing is therefore fundamental to improving salinity
estimates from soil saturation paste extracts.
The objective of this study is to determine the influence of ion pair formation in
saturated paste extracts of calcareous soils by investigating their ionic composition and
speciation, and to ultimately use this information to improve the estimates of soil salinity.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Soil Descriptions
Seventy-eight surface soil samples (0 – 0.3 m) collected from the irrigated Middle
Bear Sub-basin of Cache County in Utah, were used for this study. The textures of these
soils range from sandy loam to clay and soil organic matter content is typical low (i.e.,
0.8 – 4.3% total organic carbon content). The soils, with a long history of irrigation,
contain high amounts of soluble salts such as sulfates, chlorides, nitrates, and
bicarbonates of calcium, magnesium, and sodium.
Conceptual Model Using Salt Solution
The proof of concept study to test our hypothesis consisted of three salt solutions
and a mixture of the three at an ionic strength of 0.4 M, based on the ECe value of our
most saline soil. The salts, CaSO4 (0.1M), MgCO3 (0.1M), and NaCl (0.4M), were
selected because they yield ionic species commonly found in saline soil extracts. EC and
pH were measured in the salt solutions at ten different dilutions of factors 0, 2, 5, 10, 50,
100, 500, 1000, 5000, and 10000.
To support findings from the laboratory salt solution study, we used Visual
Minteq, ver. 3.0 (Gustafsson, 2010) to speciate the ions in solution at all ten dilution
rates. At a dilution factor of 1000 the Visual Minteq output showed that virtually all the
ions in solution (> 99%) were present as free, uncomplexed ions. The only exception was
the carbonate ion, which occurred predominantly as the bicarbonate ion in the
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circumneutral solutions. Based on this result, we diluted subsamples of soil saturated
paste extracts of the 78 soils by a factor of 1000.
Saturated Paste Extract Preparation
The soil saturation paste extracts were prepared according to the procedures
outlined in Methods of Soil Analysis Part 3 (Rhoades, 1996), with some slight
modifications, namely that; 1) the saturation pastes were allowed to stand uncovered
overnight to avoid anaerobic conditions occurring that may affect the ion speciation, and
2) the separation of the soil solution from the soil solids for the saturated pastes was
performed by centrifugation (Elkhatib et al., 1986) at 12,000 G and 24ºC for 15 min.
(Sorvall RC-5C, Thermo Scientific, Asheville, NC, USA). The supernatant solutions
were filtered using Whatman #42 papers and the extracts were used to characterize the
soil properties. All the diluted extracts were prepared by diluting aliquots of the filtered
saturation paste extracts by a factor of 1000 (EC values < 0.05 dS m-1).
Saturated Paste Extract and Salt Solution Characterization
The saturated paste extracts and diluted extracts for the entire set of 78 soil
samples were analyzed for ECe, pH, anions and cations. EC was measured directly from
the saturation paste extracts, diluted extracts and salt solutions at 23±2 ºC with an
Accumet XL 30 conductivity meter (Fisher Scientific, CA) and an automatic temperature
compensating probe set to 25°C. The pH values of the diluted and undiluted soil extracts
and salt solutions were also measured at 23±2 ºC using an Orion combination pH
electrode and pH meter, model-720A (VWR Scientific, CA). The ECes of the extracts
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were measured before the pH values to avoid erroneous ECe measurements due to
contamination with KCl. Bicarbonate concentrations were measured by titration with a
0.015N sulfuric acid to a pH endpoint of 4.0 using a Brinkmann 719S Titrino titrator. The
-

-

-

other anions (Cl-, NO2 , NO3 , and SO42 ) and cations (Ca2+, Mg2+, Na+, K+, and NH4+)
were determined by ion chromatography (Dionex ICS-3000, Sunnyvale CA). Phosphate
was analyzed, but below detection in all our samples. No unidentified peaks occurred in
either the cation or anion chromatograms.
Data Analyses for the Saturated Paste Extracts
Since a comprehensive characterization of the saturated paste extracts was beyond
the scope of this project, the empirical equation by Griffin and Jurinak (1973) (equation
3), which was developed from river water samples and soil extracts from the semiarid to
arid western U.S., was used to calculate ionic strength (I) in mol L-1 from ECe (dS m-1).
I  0.013ECe

(3)

Concentrations of ions in solution were converted to activities using the extended
Debye-Hückel equation. The empirical equation developed by Marion and Babcock
(1976), which relates EC of a soil solution or water sample (dS m-1) to total dissolved
solids concentrations (TDS, in mmol L-1) is stated as follows:
log TDS  0.990  1.055 log ECe

(4)

Equation 4 provides a simple way to illustrate the underestimation of salinity by
first using ECe to calculate TDS, and then multiplying TDS by the dilution factor. This
avoids linearizing the relationship between TDS and ECe that results from directly
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multiplying the ECe values by the dilution factor (Simon et al., 1994). Data analyses
were performed on the complete data sets of EC, pH, anions and cations measured in
both the saturated paste extracts and the diluted extracts, and on three subsets based on
the ECe (i.e., low ECe = 0-1 dS m-1; medium ECe = 1-3 dS m-1; high ECe = 3-10 dS m-1).
Ion speciation modeling was performed on three selected soil extracts, each representing
one of the three salinity subset groups, at the two dilution levels (undiluted and diluted
extracts).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Conceptual Model Using Salt Solution
When diluted by a factor of 1000, the ECs measured in all the salt solutions
(initially: CaSO4, 2.1 dS m-1; MgCO3, 0.3 dS m-1; NaCl, 40.2 dS m-1; and the mix, 17.8
dS m-1) were reduced to a range (0.03 – 0.05 dS m-1) determined to be optimal by the
observation that further dilutions produced negligible decreases in EC (Figure 2-2).
Speciation modeling performed with Visual Minteq showed that for the mixed-salt
solutions (Table 2-1) upwards of 99% of the ion species occurred as free ions, and that
the increase in free ion species was negligible at higher dilution factors. Dilution had a
greater effect on the quantity of free divalent ions than on the quantity of free monovalent
ions as would be expected from the solubility products (Ksp) of the combinations of salts
and the activity coefficients of the divalent versus monovalent ions. The ion speciation
model confirmed that a near 1000-fold dilution of salt solutions with dominant ions
representative of, and initial EC values in the range of, those measured in the soil
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saturated paste extract was appropriate to minimize ion pairing and thereby maximize the
concentrations of free ions in solution.
Based on the results of this conceptual model we hypothesized that soil salinity
estimates based on ECe could be improved by 1) diluting the saturated paste extract to <
0.05 dS m-1, 2) calculating TDS based on the EC value of the diluted extract, and 3)
multiplying TDS by the dilution factor (Figure 2-3).
Summary of EC and pH data
Diluting the saturation paste extracts of the 78 soil samples from the original ECe
range of 0.32–9.63 dS m-1 to an ECed range of 0.001–0.03 dS m-1, results in pH decreases
of approximately 2 pH units (pHe 7.2–9.2; pHed 5.0–7.1). The decrease in ECe with
dilution was consistent within the three ECe groups (Figure 2-4). The decrease in pH is
related in part to an increase in the activity of the hydrogen ion due to decreasing I with
dilution, and to the lower concentrations of cations such as Ca2+ to buffer H+ resulting
from CO2 (g) dissolved in solution.
Ion Speciation of Major Soluble Components
Results of the distribution of selected ion species with emphasis on divalent
species (Ca2+, Mg2+) and their carbonate- and bicarbonate- ion pairs for three soil extracts
representative of the low, medium, and high salinity groups are presented in Table 2-2.
The data presented provide support for the influence of dilution on the ions and ECe by
predicting the distribution of the total soluble species concentration of a component ion.
Total concentrations of Ca, Mg, K, Na, NH4, Cl, SO4, NO3, NO2, and pCO2 were entered
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into the speciation model. Although this is far from a complete list of constituents in the
saturated paste extracts and diluted extracts, the ions represent the major soluble
constituents and as such give an indication of what is occurring in the solutions. The
distribution of the major ions in the alkaline undiluted extract is similar to that observed
-

-

in the slightly acidic diluted extract solution. Ninety-seven to 100% of the total Cl , NO2 ,
-

NO3 , K+, and Na+ occurred as free species in the three salinity groups for both the
saturated paste extract and the diluted extract due to the conservative aqueous speciation
nature of these ions. The increases in the free ions (particularly, Ca2+ and Mg2+, and
marginally with Na+) with dilution, and the absence of some Ca- and Mg bicarbonate and
carbonate species in the diluted extract solutions (e.g., CaHCO3+, CaCO30 species of the
Ca component), have a cumulative effect on the observed EC (Table 2-2).
Bicarbonates in the Saturated Paste Extracts
-

Table 2-3 lists the mean and range of bicarbonate activities (in mmol L 1) and
those of other anions measured in the saturation paste extracts and the diluted extracts.
High HCO3- activities (of up to 15.0 mM) were measured in the saturated paste extracts.
Such high values are expected considering the open system in which CO2 gas from the
atmosphere is continuously being introduced into solution at a rate governed according to
Henry’s Law. The consequence of this is that as HCO3- forms complexes with other ions
in solution, more CO2 will dissolve in solution and react with water to maintain a nearly
constant activity of HCO3- in saturated paste extracts. Taking into account the Ksps of the
-

-

different HCO3 salts for which there are cations in solution, the HCO3 ions will form ion
pairs with Ca2+, Mg2+, and Na+ in solution, the stability of which depends on the charge
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and size of the ions (Heck and Mermut, 1992). The Visual Minteq speciation model for
the saturated paste extracts supports the observation of CaHCO3+, CaCO30 (aq),
-

MgHCO3+, MgCO30 (aq), NaHCO30 (aq), and NaCO3 ion pairs; with the CaCO30 (aq)
species contributing up to 7.9% of the Ca2+ component in solution (Table 2-2). With
-

dilution to conductivities ≈ 0.03 dS m 1, the fraction of these ion pair species diminished
to near zero.
Effect of Dilution on the Anions, Cations and ECe of the Extracts
Table 2-4 shows the mean cation activities (in mmol L-1) of the saturation paste
-

-

extracts and the diluted extracts. The activities of Ca2+, Mg2+, Na+, K+, NH4+, Cl , NO2 ,
-

-

NO3 , and SO42 ions increased with dilution for each of the salinity groups due to the
decrease in ionic strength (Tables 2-3 and 2-4). An exception to the increase in ion
activities with dilution is seen with K+ at each of the salinity group levels. Even though
-

NH4+and NO2 activities increase with dilution, their mean activities in the diluted
extracts of the medium ECe group are higher than those in the high ECe group.
-

-

Inaccuracy in measuring the NO2 concentration near the 0.5 mg L 1 detection limit of the
instrument resulted in an 11.5% difference between the continuing calibration
verification samples and the standard, and a difference of 18% with the NH4+ ion near the
-

100 mg L 1 level. The speciation results presented in Table 2-2 support the facts that: 1)
the total percent of Ca2+ and Mg2+ ion components that occurred as free ions in the
saturated paste extract increased with dilution within the three salinity groups and
decreased consistently across the salinity group from low to high ECe; and 2) dilution has
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a larger effect on divalent than monovalent ions; for example, the Ca2+ species increased
from 87.40% to 95.57% compared to an increase from 99.56% to 99.63% with Na free
ion species in the low salinity group. Table 2-4 shows that increases in the mean activity
of the Ca2+ and Mg2+ ions due to dilution are smaller than those of the Na+ ion, because
the divalent ions formed more ion pairs in the undiluted extract solutions. This is
expected and predictable considering the Ksps of the different combinations of salts and
also the differences in activities arising from the charge differences. Speciation also
supports this finding, with the carbonate and bicarbonate ion pair species of Ca and Mg
components contributing up to 8% of the total component concentration as CaCO30
-

compared to 0.16% of the NaCO3 species. Alzubaidi and Webster (1983) reported a
similar effect. The decrease in the ECe and increased ion activities in the diluted extracts
results from a decrease in the strength of the electrical field, a decrease in ionic
interactions, and consequently, a decrease in ion pairing. The decreased ionic interaction
upon dilution of the extracts is also the reason for the decreased variability in ECeds.
Comparing Means to Evaluate Ion-paring
We compared the means of paired observations for properties such as ECe, pH,
-

-

-

Ca2+, Mg2+, Na+, K+, NH4+, Cl , NO2 , SO42 measured in both the diluted and undiluted
saturation paste extracts. As expected all comparisons were very highly significant (p <
0.001) or better (data not shown). Thus, dilution had a significant effect on the saturation
extract’s properties and on estimates of soil salinity as indicated by the ECe method. The
significant difference between undiluted and diluted ECe demonstrates the strong effects
of ion pair formation, which reduced the mobility of ions in the high ionic strength
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undiluted extracts and also altered the ionic distribution. Darab et al. (1980) and Timpson
and Richardson (1986) reported a similar effect.
Box-and-whisker plots showing the center, the spread, and the overall range of
distribution in salinity of the EC groups are depicted in Figure 2-4. In general, significant
decreases due to dilution are accompanied by smaller increases in the uncertainty (or
distributional spread) of the measured electrical conductivities values for the three
salinity groups. However, the overall increasing range of distribution in salinity
measurements across the salinity group from low to high ECe level, could be attributed to
the decreasing sample size, N (i.e., N= 53 for low ECe group, N=19 for medium ECe
group, and N= 6 for high ECe group).
Total Dissolved Solids in the Extracts
Calculation of TDS values is used to further illustrate the underestimation of soil
salinity based on ECe (Figure 2-5). The figure clearly shows that for each of the three
salinity groups TDS is underestimated when calculated from ECe based on the 1:1 line
between corresponding TDS values calculated for the diluted and undiluted extracts.
When corrected for dilution, the TDS values of the diluted samples are greater than those
of the undiluted samples due to ion pair minimization in the diluted samples. Although
the TDS are underestimated in all of the three ECe ranges, the main point illustrated by
this figure is that the percent difference between the TDS values calculated for these
diluted and undiluted samples is greatest in the low ECe range (49 – 406%), followed by
the medium ECe range (40 – 318%) and least in the high ECe range (11 – 43%). As an
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example of the practical implication of this finding consider two soils one (A) with an
undiluted ECe value of 3 dS m-1, which is considered non-saline, and another (B) with an
undiluted ECe value of 5 dS m-1 classified as saline. Using equation 4 to estimate the
TDS concentrations of the two soil extracts results in 31.1 mmol L-1 for A and 53.4 mmol
L-1 for B. If, however, based on Figure 2-4 we consider that the TDS concentrations
estimated from diluted extracts could be 200% for soil A and 20% higher for soil B, then
the TDS concentrations of the soil extracts would be 62.2 mmol L-1 for A and 64.1 mmol
L-1 for B – virtually identical. This result clearly illustrates that traditional methods of
calculating soil salinity based on ECe values critically underestimate dissolved salts even
in low salinity calcareous soils.
CONCLUSIONS
Soil salinity estimates based on ECe are inaccurate due to the formation of ions
pairs that alter the charge distribution of the electrolytes in saturation paste extracts. As
shown in this study these inaccuracies occur not only in highly saline soils, but also to a
great degree in calcareous soils, which are generally classified as non-saline according to
the USDA (i.e., ECe < 4 dS m-1) due to the low solubility of calcium carbonate. This may
be explained, in part, by the greater tendency of polyvalent ions to form ion pairs relative
to more soluble monovalent ions such as Na+. Diluting the soil saturation paste extracts to
conductivities ≤ 0.03 dS m-1 is an effective means of minimizing ion pair formation and
thus improving estimates of soil salinity as indicated by both our measurements of ions in
solution and by speciation modeling using Visual Minteq. The extent of the
underestimation is particularly clear when TDS is calculated from the ECe values in the
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diluted and undiluted extracts demonstrating up to 400% higher TDS in the diluted
samples. Furthermore, differences in the TDS concentrations are higher in the low to
medium ECe ranges omitted from previously published studies (e.g., Simon et al., 1994)
than in the high ECe group. This finding has important implications for the sustainable
management of calcareous soils in vulnerable semiarid to arid areas with respect to
salinization. We therefore recommend that for carbonate-dominated systems the
conductivities of saturation paste extracts be reduced to ≤ 0.03 dS m-1 by means of
dilution to minimize ion pair formation and improve estimates of soil salinity.
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Table 2-1 Amounts in percent of the ion species that occurred as free ions in solution of
the mixed salts (MgCO3, NaCl, and CaSO4) at five dilution factors (0, 10, 100, 1000,
10000) using Visual Minteq speciation model.

undiluted

% total component concentration
1:10
1:100
1:1000

1:10000

Ca2+

66.0

82.8

94.8

99.3

99.9

Cl -

94.8
0.6

98.9
0.8

99.8
0.6

99.9
0.1

99.9
0.0

HCO3-

85.8

94.3

96.6

83.5

36.3

Mg2+

67.3

84.9

95.7

99.4

99.9

Na+
2SO4

93.7
62.0

98.7
81.5

99.7
92.4

99.9
98.8

99.9
99.8

Components

CO3

2-
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Table 2-2 Distribution of selected ion species in saturated paste extracts and in the 1:1000
diluted extracts with emphasis on divalent species (Ca2+, Mg2+) and their carbonate and
bicarbonate ion pairs for three soil extracts, representing the three salinity groups. The
speciation modeling was performed using Visual Minteq with solution temperature fixed
at 25ºC, partial pressures of CO2 fixed at 0.00038 atm and the measured pH values of the
extracts were used.
Extract
components
Ca2+

Mg2+

CO32-

Na+

Species
name

Salinity
group
2+
Low
Ca
Medium
High
+
Low
CaHCO3
Medium
High
CaCO30(aq) Low
Medium
High
Low
Mg2+
Medium
High
MgCO30(aq) Low
Medium
High
MgHCO3+ Low
Medium
High
Low
HCO3
Medium
High
H2CO3*(aq) Low
Medium
High
NaHCO30(aq) Low
Medium
High
MgHCO3+ Low
Medium
High
Low
CaHCO3+
Medium
High
Low
Na+
Medium
High
NaHCO30(aq) Low
Medium
High
Low
NaCO3
Medium
High

% total component concentration
Saturated paste
Diluted
extracts
extracts
87.40
95.57
85.52
89.75
72.33
76.38
2.58
0.00
1.83
0.00
1.12
0.00
7.93
0.00
4.37
0.00
2.20
0.00
91.68
95.98
88.49
90.54
75.76
79.21
4.17
0.00
2.27
0.00
1.16
0.00
2.18
0.00
1.53
0.00
0.94
0.00
88.26
28.63
88.94
34.14
89.04
62.59
0.32
70.61
0.38
64.83
0.39
34.95
0.19
0.10
0.41
0.24
1.14
0.98
0.48
0.16
1.06
0.38
1.41
0.88
1.57
0.50
1.27
0.40
0.66
0.56
99.59
99.63
99.12
99.06
97.17
97.43
0.14
0.00
0.11
0.00
0.09
0.00
0.16
0.00
0.10
0.00
0.08
0.00
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Table 2-3 The anion activities (in mmol L-1) calculated from measured concentrations of
the saturation paste extracts and the 1:1000 diluted extracts for the three salinity groups.
The extended Debye-Hückel equation was used because the ionic strength of the extracts
were < 0.1 M and also because this equation accounts for the sizes of the ions in the
extracts.
Extract
properties

Dilution

Cl- (mM)

Undiluted

diluted

NO3- (mM) Undiluted

diluted

SO42- (mM) Undiluted

diluted

NO2- (mM) Undiluted

diluted

HCO3- (mM) Undiluted

Salinity
group
Low
Medium
High
Low
Medium
High
Low
Medium
High
Low
Medium
High
Low
Medium
High
Low
Medium
High
Low
Medium
High
Low
Medium
High
Low
Medium
High

Mean
Range
activity
1.40
0.11-5.82
5.68
0.88-18.77
27.59
2.16-56.64
7.70
2.78-38.89
14.15
5.21-35.58
49.35 18.63-76.45
0.02
0.00-0.11
0.21
0.00-1.77
0.40
0.00-0.93
5.97
0.41-257.41
5.63
0.38-46.23
10.05
0.52-36.88
0.41
0.11-1.69
0.94
0.12-5.10
3.57
0.19-7.92
0.98
0.40-2.80
2.12
0.34-7.83
11.35
2.72-24.39
0.04
0.01-0.12
0.04
0.01-0.10
0.08
0.05-0.14
1.98
1.37-2.41
2.07
1.40-3.19
1.75
1.37-2.06
7.58
3.54-15.06
8.63
5.92-13.53
6.69
5.55-8.31
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Table 2-4 The cation activities (in mmol L-1) calculated from measured concentrations of
the saturation paste extracts and the 1:1000 diluted extracts for the three salinity groups.
The extended Debye-Hückel equation was used because the ionic strength of the extracts
were < 0.1 M and also because this equation accounts for the sizes of the ions in the
extracts.

Extract
properties

Dilution

Ca2+ (mM) Undiluted

diluted

Mg2+ (mM) Undiluted

diluted

Na+ (mM) Undiluted

diluted

K+ (mM)

Undiluted

diluted

NH4+ (mM) Undiluted

diluted

Salinity
group
Low
Medium
High
Low
Medium
High
Low
Medium
High
Low
Medium
High
Low
Medium
High
Low
Medium
High
Low
Medium
High
Low
Medium
High
Low
Medium
High
Low
Medium
High

Mean
Range
activity
1.88
0.67-5.47
2.23
1.18-4.23
0.90
0.85-0.96
2.55
0.96-7.06
3.20
1.98-6.07
2.42
1.99-3.00
0.83
0.34-1.82
1.81
0.45-5.06
3.01
0.35-7.32
1.01
0.14-2.10
2.66
1.03-7.58
6.90
1.23-15.21
3.42
0.64-10.70
5.80
1.70-22.40
39.28
3.12-85.24
9.08
6.52-13.85
13.00
7.33-28.65
49.05 8.54-105.87
0.69
0.04-3.13
1.07
0.11-4.38
2.92
0.38-7.18
0.49
0.07-1.69
0.82
0.16-3.67
2.81
0.54-7.09
0.06
0.00-0.43
0.08
0.00-0.18
0.09
0.00-0.20
3.42
1.07-16.53
4.21
0.69-15.40
3.64
1.91-5.81
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Fig. 2-1 Shows a typical relationship between the total conductivity and the concentration
of ions (Na+, K+, Ca2+, Mg2+, Cl , NO3 , SO42 ) at 25ºC based on the Debye-HückelOnsanger equation.
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Fig. 2-2 Relationship between electrical conductivity (EC) and log dilution (dilution
factors of 2, 5, 10, 50, 100, 500, 1000, 5000, and 10000) for MgCO3, NaCl, CaSO4, and a
mix of the three salt solutions at an ionic strength, I = 0.4 M of the ‘undiluted’ salt
solution.
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Fig. 2-3 Proposed methodology to improve estimates of salinity in low range salinity
soils of arid and semiarid calcareous lands.
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Fig. 2-4 Box-and-whisker plots showing the center, the spread, and the overall range of
distribution in electrical conductivities of the saturated paste extracts (ECe) and the
corresponding conductivities of the diluted saturated paste extract (ECed) for three
salinity groups 1) Low ECe (0-1 dS m-1), N=53; 2) Medium ECe (1-3 dS m-1), N= 19;
and 3) High ECe (3-10 dS m-1), N=6. The distributional spread of the ECeds is not visible
due to the minimization of ion-pair in the diluted extracts.
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Fig. 2-5 Total dissolved solids (TDS, in mmol L-1) of the diluted and undiluted extracts
computed according to Marion and Babcock's equation (1976) for three salinity groups
1) Low ECe (0-1 dS m-1), N=53; 2) Medium ECe (1-3 dS m-1), N= 19; and 3) High ECe
(3-10 dS m-1), N=6.
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CHAPTER 3
A NEW ELECTROMAGNETIC INDUCTION CALIBRATION MODEL FOR
ESTIMATING LOW RANGE SALINITY IN CALCAREOUS SOILS 2
ABSTRACT
In arid and semiarid regions, calibrating bulk soil salinity sensing technologies
such as electromagnetic induction (EMI) relies on the assumption of uniformity of all soil
factors influencing the reading, except soil salinity, to create a calibration model. When
potentially perturbing factors are non-homogeneous or interact in a non-systematic way,
conditional mean calibration models based on the least squares method fail to completely
describe the entire salinity distribution due to the violation of model assumptions (i.e.,
homogeneity of perturbing factors). Therefore a new approach is needed. The main
objective of this study is to produce a salinity calibration model capable of reasonably
predicting salinity directly from the EMI signal readings irrespective of the heterogeneity
of perturbing factors. Toward this end we collected ground-truth samples and
corresponding EMI measurements in 35 agricultural fields covering 495 ha of the
Irrigated Middle Bear (IMB) subbasin of Cache County in Utah. Using quantile
regression (QR), which makes no assumption about the distribution of error, we
estimated a subset of conditional quantiles of salinity as a function of EMI reading.
_______________________
2

The material for this chapter was recently published as: Amakor, X.N., G.E. Cardon, J. Symanzik, A.R.
Jacobson (2013b), A New Electromagnetic Induction Calibration Model for Estimating Salinity in
Calcareous Soils, Soil Sci. Soc. Am. J. 77:985-1000. doi:10.2136/sssaj2012.0320
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We found that the mean effects estimated by previous models are misleading because
they model behavior around the 0.9th quantile of the distribution, and thus grossly
underestimate salinities in the lower quantiles. We developed a new EMI weighting
procedure to account for the high heterogeneity that may have caused the upper-tailed
distributional behavior. Variability was effectively captured and well modeled at
specified quantiles of the salinity distribution using the QR technique. Independent
validation of selected multiple QR models indicates that at low salinity ranges
corresponding to conditional quantile (τ) ≤ 0.25, the QR models may be applied to any
soil with low range salinity.
INTRODUCTION
The electromagnetic induction (EMI) sensing technique is a rapid, efficient, nondestructive field-based method of assessing soil salinity. The EMI sensor (e.g., the EM
38-DD from Geonics Inc., Mississauga, ON) measures the apparent electrical
conductivity (ECa) of soils in both the vertical (ECV) and the horizontal (ECH) modes of
operation, as a function of soil properties such as soil salinity, moisture content, clay
content, clay mineralogy, bulk density, pore size distribution, cation composition, cation
exchange capacity, and temperature (Corwin and Lesch, 2005). Soil salinity is a
dominant property sensed by the EM38-DD meter in soils of the arid and semi-arid
regions, and it is also a commonly important property of irrigated agricultural soils in
these regions (Corwin and Rhoades, 1982, 1984; Rhoades, 1992; Lesch et al., 1995;
Rhoades et al., 1999). Monitoring soil salinity requires the calibration of remotely sensed
ECa signal readings with the traditional laboratory standard measure of salinity based on
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the electrical conductivity of the saturation paste extract (ECe) (U.S. Salinity Laboratory
Staff, 1954). However, the ECe measurement approach is too costly and time-consuming
for detailed field inventories and monitoring of soil salinity. These can adversely affect
the construction of a reliable ECe-ECa calibration model considering the large number of
ground-truth samples required. Lesch et al. (1995) suggest a minimum of 6 to 12 sample
sites for a spatial regression model. Geostatistical approaches based on the residual
maximum likelihood variogram recommends around 50 samples (Kerry and Oliver,
2007) and 100 to 150 samples when using the method of moments variogram (Webster
and Oliver, 1992).
Where soil salinity is the dominant factor affecting ECa, calibration models have
been developed (Corwin and Rhoades, 1982; Wollenhaupt et al., 1986; McKenzie et al.,
1989; Johnston et al., 1996; Triantafilis et al., 2000). These calibration models are based
on single fields where possible contributions from other factors affecting ECa are
considered negligible because their values within the fields are assumed to be uniform.
The ECa depth-response relations of such homogenous profiles have been well defined
(McNeill, 1980; McKenzie et al., 1989; Rhoades, 1992), and several attempts to address
regional scale multi-field calibrations using the EMI signal readings have assumed
homogeneous profiles (Nogués et al., 2006; Wittler et al., 2006; Harvey and Morgan,
2009). However, the theoretical depth response proportions developed for partitioning the
bulk EMI signal readings into multiple depth measures for homogeneous profiles have
been shown not to hold in non-homogeneous profiles (Rhoades et al., 1999).
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Unlike the simple and well-defined, non-linear depth response relation describing
homogeneous profiles, heterogeneous profiles are complicated by irregular interactions of
soil processes and confounding factors such that the depth-weighted ratios required to
partition the bulk profile EMI signal reading are different and unknown at every location
in the field. Clearly, accurate monitoring of salinity at a sub-basin or watershed scale in
such heterogeneous profiles should consider developing a user-defined or custom method
for partitioning the bulk EMI signal reading to account for non-homogeneity.
Using either McNeill’s theoretical depth response curve (McNeill, 1980) or
directly using the bulk ECa, several within-field salinity calibration model functions have
been developed over time. These models include the established coefficient model
(Corwin and Rhoades, 1982, 1984), a simple linear model (McKenzie et al., 1989;
Johnston et al., 1997), the modeled coefficient model (Slavich, 1990), a multiple linear
model/spatial regression model (Lesch et al., 1995), a logistic profile model (Triantifilis
et al., 2000), and the exponential decay profile model (Yao et al., 2007). Each model has
its pros and cons. For example, Johnston et al. (1997) reported that the established
coefficient and the modeled coefficient models incur more errors than models that predict
ECe directly from ECa. Triantifilis et al. (2000) found that the fit of the salinity profiles
were locally erratic using the established coefficient approach, probably due to weak
assumption of this approach (i.e., assuming that theoretical ECa depth response functions
hold for both homogeneous profiles and non-homogeneous profiles) and because of the
semi-empirical nature of the model (i.e., the model employs both theoretical ECa depth
response functions and ECa measurements). Wittler et al. (2006) when exploring the
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degree of accuracy associated with predictive equations that relate ECa to ECe measured
over a 5-year period on large fields (> 61,000 ha), found considerable prediction
uncertainty with their ECe-ECa calibration model. It should be pointed out that the
sampling design, number of calibration samples, predominant ions in the soils, and the
range of observed ECe, among other things, greatly affect the choice and accuracy of a
model function used to calibrate the ECa for salinity interpretation. But one thing
common to these proposed approaches and models is that a single best-fit conditional
mean line is modeled through the data, usually by an ordinary least squares (OLS)
regression method. The validity of parameter estimates from the OLS regression method
is highly dependent on distributional assumptions such as normality and
homoscedasticity. Because it is the intention of this article to present a salinity calibration
model that fully describes the direct relationship between the EMI signal readings and
ECe at every level of the soil salinity distribution, an appropriate technique other than the
regular conditional mean regression approach needs to be developed.
We propose the use of quantile regression (QR) to address this question. The QR
developed by Koenker and Basset (1978) has been applied in ecological studies (Cade
and Noon, 2003; Cade, 2011), econometrics (Koenker and Hallock, 2001; Koenker,
2005; Canay, 2011), clinical and genetic studies (Logan et al., 2012), biometrics
(Burgette and Reiter, 2012), hydrology (Francke et al., 2008; Haddad and Rahman, 2011)
and growth charts and health studies (Chen, 2005; Wei and He, 2006). Yet, QR has not
received any attention in the field of soil science. Quantile regression offers the
advantage of estimating the conditional distribution of a response variable over the entire
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support of its distribution (Koenker, 2005). This allows us to uncover the effect of
covariates (such as the ECa) at different points on the conditional distribution of the
response variable (e.g., the ECe). Quantile regression is able to detect changes in the
shape of the conditional distribution of the response across the predictor variables and
can therefore explain heteroscedastic data behavior and extend the modeling of a
distribution beyond the conditional mean to a complete set of conditional quantiles
(Koenker and Basset, 1978; Pires et al., 2010). Essentially, our main objective is to
present a more robust ECa–ECe calibration model that reveals a complete relationship
between these variables across the entire soil salinity distribution in a region. We
developed the model with soils in the IMB sub-basin of Cache County, Utah, and
validated the model with soils in the Pariette Watershed in the Uinta Basin of Utah. The
method developed should be extendable to other regions or basins with calcareous soils
and low range salinity.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study Site
This study was conducted on 495 hectares of arable land in 35 fields of the IMB
o

o

sub-basin of Cache County (central coordinates: 41 54'8'' N, 111 56'6'' W), Utah. The
study fields were selected based on irrigation water-use from the Bear River. Fields in the
northern portion of the study area draw irrigation water directly from the Bear River,
whereas tributaries of the Bear River are used to irrigate the southern half (Figure 3-1).
The climate is semiarid with a mesic soil temperature regime and xeric soil moisture
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regime. Moderate variation exists. The mean annual air temperature is 7.6 – 10.1 C and
the annual precipitation is 416 – 490 mm across the study area. The topography of the
area is relatively flat to slopes of up to 4 % without microrelief, at an elevation ranging
between 1,345 and 1,510 m above sea level. Major crops in the surveyed area are alfalfa
(Medicago sativa L.), corn (Zea mays L.), small grains, peas (Pisum sativum), and
pasture in rotation.
Soil Description
The soil texture classes range from sandy loam to clay. Trenton silty clay loam
and Quinney silt loam are the most frequent soil series and surface textures in the
southern part of the site, while Lewiston and Kidman fine sandy loams dominate in the
northern part (Figure 3-1). Table 3-1 presents the soil map units and corresponding soil
orders to family level based on the United State Department of Agriculture (USDA) soil
classification scheme. The dominant soil order is Mollisols with the most common
diagnostic subsurface features being calcic horizons and, to a lesser extent, natric or
argillic horizons (Table 3-1). Other soil orders include Entisols (2% of the study area)
and Aridisols with salic horizons (0.3% of the study area) (Table 3-1). All the soils are
calcareous with a long history of irrigation. The parent material from which the soils
formed are lacustrine deposits derived from either limestone and sandstone, or quartzite.
Apparent Electrical Conductivity Survey
On all 35 fields surveyed, ECa readings were measured in two dipole orientations
(vertical: ECV; and horizontal: ECH) using a Geonics EM38-DD device (McNeill, 1980)
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during the summer and fall seasons from 2007 through 2009. Electromagnetic induction
sensing was chosen for field-scale measurements of salinity because ECa responses can
be obtained non-destructively and instantly from soils (Rhoades et al., 1999). Along
transects of approximately 30-m intervals, the sensor was mobilized to take
measurements. Whereas the ECa measuring system was towed on the soil surface by an
all-terrain vehicle on large fields (> 40 ha), it was hand-carried and placed on the soil
surface at the measurement points on small fields (< 40 ha). In both cases, measurements
were made approximately every 30 m. The bulk raw conductivity values were directly
recorded to a datalogger (Allegro Cx Juniper Systems Inc.) in millisiemens per meter (mS
m-1), together with their corresponding GPS positions that were read from a Trimble GPS
connected at the center of the sensor measuring system. Following the standard
calibration protocol of the EMI sensor in these deep agricultural soils, the instrument
explored and measured vertically to 1.5 m depth and about 0.75 m in the horizontal
dipole position (Rhoades et al., 1999; Sudduth et al., 2001; Robinson et al., 2004; Corwin
and Lesch, 2005; Nogués et al., 2006; Abdu et al., 2007). In total, over 30,000 ECa
measurements were taken across the entire study area.
Soil Sampling Design
Soil samples collected on the same days as the ECa survey were based on the
spatial pattern of the ECa pre-map. Seventy spatially referenced ground-truth soil
samples were randomly collected in two to eight locations of low, medium and/or high
ECa strata in each field to provide a basis for soil salinity calibration and monitoring. The
calibration sampling locations were representative of the observed within-field variability
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in the ECa profile ratio data (Corwin and Lesch, 2005), as well as representative of all the
landscape positions and soil map units in the field. At each of the calibration points, soil
samples were collected at 0.3-m increments from the surface to a depth of 1.5 m, totaling
350 soil samples. Samples for gravimetric moisture content determinations were
collected, and soil temperature was measured in situ at the calibration locations to
compensate for temperature variation across and within profiles. The soil samples were
air dried, ground to pass a 2-mm sieve, and then used to prepare saturation paste extracts
for the ECe measurements required for calibrating the remotely acquired ECa data.
Saturated Paste Extract Preparation and Characterization
The soil saturation paste extracts were prepared according to the method of
Rhoades (1996), and selected soil properties (such as ECe, total dissolved organic carbon
(DOC), and saturation percentage (SP)) were determined from the extracts. The ECe was
first measured from a subsample of the saturation paste extracts using an automatic
temperature compensating probe set to 25°C connected to an Accumet XL 30
conductivity meter (Fisher Scientific, CA); and then the pH of the same subsample was
measured using an Orion combination pH electrode and pH meter, model-720A (VWR
Scientific, CA), to avoid contaminating the extract with potassium chloride and
producing erroneous ECe measurements. The DOC content of the soil extracts was
measured using the Tekmar Dohrmann Phoenix 8000 (Teledyne Tekmar, Mason, OH).
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Soil Sample Analysis
The air-dried soil solid particles were analyzed directly for particle size
distribution, total carbon (TC), total inorganic carbon (TIC), and total organic carbon
(TOC) concentrations, and cation exchange capacity (CEC). The particle size distribution
was determined by the hydrometer method (Gee and Bauder, 1986). The TC and TIC
were determined sequentially in solid and liquid samples (from soils with grain size <
246 μm) based on a combustion procedure and non-dispersive infrared (NDIR) detection
while TOC was calculated automatically by difference (PrimacsSLC, SKALAR, Buford,
GA, USA). The CEC was determined using a modification of the unbuffered salt
extraction method described by Sumner and Miller (1996).
Data Analysis
Soil profile comparisons of selected soil properties that influence the EMI signal
reading were characterized. Both dipole modes (ECH and ECV) of the EMI signal reading
were utilized in three forms to produce calibration models:
i) by using the raw bulk EMI values, denoted as ECH and ECV.
ii) by using the theoretical depth response curves meant for homogenous profiles to
depth-weight the ECH and ECV values (McNeill, 1980), with an assumption that it is
equally applicable to heterogeneous profiles. The McNeill (1980) depth response curve
defines the relationship between the EM38 response to soil conductivity (ECV and ECH)
and soil depth (Figure 3-2). The relationship is nonlinear and defined for homogeneous
soils. This nonlinear depth response function defined by asymptotic approximations of
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the Maxwell's equations, is used to depth-weight the ECV and ECH. McNeill (1980) found
that 22% of the signal response for the vertical dipole (ECV) comes from 0 – 0.4 m of the
soil profile and 78% from below this depth. For the ECH, it was 53% and 47%,
respectively. Rhoades and Corwin (1981) then derived fixed proportions to weight the
ECV and ECH data to partition it into incremental layers, 0.3 m thick, in homogeneous
soil profiles. The contribution percentages in the horizontal orientation are 43, 21, 10, 6,
and 20 for soil depths 0 – 0.3, 0.3 – 0.6, 0.6 – 0.9, 0.9 – 1.2, and > 1.2 m, respectively.
Corresponding percentages in the vertical orientation are 17, 21, 14, 10, and 38,
respectively.
iii) by using a weighting system based on observed ECe profile values to partition the
ECH and ECV values. The ECe weights were calculated for each i (= 1,…, 5) observed
ECe of five sample depths (0.3-, 0.6-, 0.9-, 1.2-, and 1.5-m) belonging to a particular
profile j,(= 1, …, 70) as follows:

ECei j

.

5

 ECe
i 1

i j

These depth-partitioning ECe weights of the five depths were multiplied by their
bulk ECH and ECV values. These ECe depth-weighted signal readings accounting for
non-homogeneity of the profile salinity were then corrected to a reference temperature of
25 °C (U.S. Salinity Laboratory Staff, 1954), and hereafter denoted as ECH25ECe or
ECV25ECe, depending on the dipole orientation of the EM38 meter. Similarly, the
previously calculated ECa depth-weighted values were adjusted to the reference
temperature and then denoted as ECH25 or ECV25. Depth-weighting intervals for the EMI
signal readings corresponded with the ground-truth sampling depths. To address our
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study objective of a detailed soil salinity calibration model, we examined three previous
approaches (simple linear models, multiple linear models, and spatial regression models
with transformed variables and a trend surface), in addition to the newly proposed
quantile regression model. The QR modeling was performed with R software (R
Development Core Team, ver. 2.15.0, Vienna, Austria, 2012) using the quantreg package
(Koenker, 2012).
The adjusted R2 statistic, which accounts for the number of predictors used in the
model, rather than the regular R2 values, which do not, together with a ‘pseudo’ R2
statistic (Koenker and Machado, 1999) were the goodness-of-fit parameters used for
model selection for conditional mean models and QR models, respectively. Selections
were made between log-transformed and untransformed models, as well as among
models with different forms of the EMI signal readings. In addition to the results of the tstatistic for the significance of the parameter estimates, the Wald test and the likelihood
ratio test were computed for estimates of the conditional quantiles.
The models were validated to check for the stability of the regression coefficients,
the predictability of the regression function, and the ability to generalize inferences
drawn from the regression analysis by using an independent test data set (N = 42) from an
irrigated agricultural field in another watershed – the Pariette in the Uinta Basin, UT. To
account for non-homogeneity in the soil salinity profile of the Pariette validating field,
new ECe profile ratios were calculated and used to depth-weight the EMI data as
previously described for the Cache County soil calibration dataset. The calibration model
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was used to predict each case in the validation data set, and then to calculate the mean


squared prediction error (MSPE) as follows: MSPE 

n*

i 1

(Yi  Yˆi ) 2
n*

where Yi is the response variable in the i th validation case, Yˆi is the predicted value for the
i th validation case based on the calibration data set, and n * is the number of cases in the
validation data set.
If the MSPE is fairly close to the mean square error (MSE) based on the
calibration model fit to the calibration data set, then the MSE for the selected calibration
model is considered good enough with no serious bias to affect the predictive ability of
the model (Kutner et al., 2005). To validate the selected calibration models, we also
compared the measured ECe values from the Pariette watershed to ECe values predicted
by the QR models.
Existing Calibration Model Approaches
Simple and Multiple Linear Regression Models (SLR and MLR)
The SLR model utilizes the relation between two variables to predict a random
response variable (e.g., ECe) from a single predictor variable (e.g., ECa) (McKenzie et
al., 1989). The MLR is similar to the SLR in every respect except that two or more
predictor variables are used for making predictions. The appropriateness of the SLR and
MLR models for calibrating ECa data (e.g., McKenzie et al., 1989; Corwin and Rhoades,
1982, 1984) depends on non-violation of assumptions such as independence, normality,
constancy of error variance, and collinearity (only for MLR).
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Spatial Regression Models
Natural logarithm transformations of the response variable (ECe) and the
predictor variable (ECV and ECH) present a special case of a multiple linear regression
model with a spatial component. Lesch et al. (1995) developed this model to bridge the
shortcomings of other models that performed well using data from mobilized and
automated sensor systems as well as required data from simultaneous measurements of
other secondary soil properties. This model relaxes the linear regression model
assumption of independence by recognizing the spatial autocorrelation of the
conductivity measurements observed in the field. Unlike the geostatistical models
requiring large amounts of calibration data (Webster and Oliver, 1992), the spatial
regression model requires less data and is easier to estimate (Lesch et al., 1995). The
model can be stated as follows:
ln ECei   0  1 ln EC H i   2 ln ECV i   3 Easting   4 Northing   i

(1)

where EM38 signal readings (ECH and ECV) are logarithm transformed and decorrelated
into principal component scores, and location coordinates (Easting and Northing) are
centered and scaled (ESAP ver.2.35, 2006).
Essentially, this first order trend surface spatial regression model is a groundtruthing approach in which both dipole modes of the EMI signal readings are
decorrelated to eliminate collinearity and used to spatially determine salinity (Rhoades et
al., 1999). Lesch et al. (1995) demonstrated that this spatially referenced MLR model
(stochastic calibration model), which includes both electrical conductivity and trend
surface parameters, is comparable and even superior to a classical geostatistical approach
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(particularly to cokriging that requires a large number of ground truth samples to
accurately model the structure of the data). The ESAP-calibrate software (ESAP ver.2.35,
2006) was used to build this model and to estimate the accuracy of the predictions.
A New Calibration Model Approach
Quantile Regression Models
Methodology: The need for a regression method that describes not just the mean,
but every other point in a distribution, was emphasized by Mosteller and Tukey (1977).
The QR estimation method introduced by Koenker and Bassett (1978) satisfies this need.
In its simplest form, the linear conditional QR model function of ECe given ECa can be
stated as follows:

Q  ( ECe ECa )  ECa   ( )

(2)

where   (0,1) and β(τ ) is the marginal change in the τth quantile due to the marginal
change in the predictor variable (ECa).
Conventional regression methods usually employ minimization of the sum of
squared residuals to estimate the conditional mean function (e.g., simple linear
regression, multiple linear regression models). These ordinary least squares (OLS)
models are widely used measures of central location and grand summary statistics
because they are easy to calculate without high-powered computing capabilities. In
contrast, the QR’s objective function minimizes a weighted sum of the absolute
deviations to model the conditional quantile functions – a more robust measure of
location with estimated coefficient vector that is insensitive to outliers on the dependent
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variable. Asymmetric weights are used at all quantiles, τ (where 0 < τ < 1) but the median
(τ = 0.5). The QR minimization problem can be expressed as follows:
min


1 n
  ECe  ECa   
n i 1

where  u  is often called the check function (Koenker and Bassett, 1978) and is
defined as  u   u.  I u  0 ; I is a binary indicator function, which takes a value of
1 if its argument is true and 0 otherwise, and   0 , 1 ,...,  p .
The complexity of computing the QR’s objective function is simplified using a
linear programming representation such as the simplex algorithm (Koenker, 2005). A
variety of QR analyses can be implemented with software such as R and SAS (SAS
Institute, Cary NC). The QR algorithm employs the full data set, and avoids problems
associated with sample selection (such as bias of parameter estimates), which are
encountered by segmenting the dependent variable into subsets of its unconditional
distribution and applying OLS on the subsets (Heckman, 1979; Newsome and Zietz,
1992). Estimates of standard errors and the variance-covariance matrix of the QR
coefficients are obtained by a method of Koenker and Bassett (1982) and Rogers (1993).
For heteroscedastic error distribution, it is preferable to use a bootstrap resampling
procedure for better estimates of standard error (Gould, 1992).
The strength of the QR estimation method is seen in more efficient estimates than
those of conventional regression methods especially when the error term is non-normal
(Koenker and Bassett, 1978; Portnoy and Koenker 1989). This is due to the robustness of
the QR method against outliers in the response variable and the fact that it makes no
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distributional assumption about the error term in the model as opposed to the
conventional least squares regression models where departures from normality,
homoscedasticity, and independence, invalidate the model inferences (Borgoni, 2011). In
addition to a more robust measure of central location – median quantile, the QR models
characterize the scale and shape of the entire conditional distribution of the dependent
variable given a set of covariates (Koenker and Machado, 1999). Other convenient
features of QR are 1) It offers equivariant to monotone interpretation of transformed data
(Koenker and Machado, 1999). For example, the natural logarithm of the 0.7 conditional
quantile of salinity is equivalent to the 0.7 conditional quantile of the natural logarithm of
salinity; and 2) The QR estimator (  ( ) ) can exhibit more efficient asymptotic behavior,
due to the non-linearity of ˆ ( ) and its non-Gaussian errors, which improves the
description of the relation among covariates. This will yield greater insight about data
distributions.
Interpretation: Similar to the concept of the percentile height of a baby
compared with a regional or national reference for heights of all babies of the same age,
in which a child at the 80th percentile in height implies it is taller than 80% of children of
that reference age, QR estimates the conditional quantile of the response variable’s
distribution as a function of observed predictors. Thus, at any specified quantile, τ (where
0 < τ < 1), differences in a response variable can be modeled as a change in some
observed predictor variables to obtain the estimated conditional τ th quantile surfaces
(Koenker and Bassett, 1978). Parameter estimates from the conditional mean models are
straightforward to interpret. Linear QR estimates have inherited the same interpretation as
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those in conventional linear regression models, except that it is defined for specified
quantiles. The QR estimates can be interpreted as the rate of change of the response
variable conditional on adjusting for the effects of the other variables in the model,
defined for some specified quantiles. Such a change that is defined at any specific τth
quantile is not captured by the conventional regressions. Thus, the interpretation of QR’s
estimates allows the magnitude of disparity existing at various points on the lower and
upper tails and the center to be explained.
Prediction and Application: In heterogeneous media such as soils, the effects of
covariates on the dependent variable may be different at the center from the tails. This
differential impact on the dependent variable’s distribution provides additional
information about the estimated QR functional relation between the variables,
particularly, if the relationship evolves across its conditional distribution. Thus, QR
improves predictive ability by describing the full distributional impact. In contrast, the
conditional mean models cannot be readily extended to non-central locations that may be
of interest in heterogeneous soil property studies. Cade and Noon (2003) pointed out
merits of modeling heterogeneous variation in response distributions using QR without
the need to specify the variance around a mean effect. Because the conventional
regression model assumptions (e.g., constancy of the error term) are rarely met in real
life, focusing exclusively on the conditional mean approaches can fail to capture
informative trends in the response distribution if it has heavy tails. By modeling every
point along the distribution of the dependent variable, a complete picture of the location,
scale and shape can be described using QR. In addition, the Scharf et al. (1998) analysed
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testing the relationship between prey length and predator length for piscivorous fishes,
showed that QR is an improvement to conventional regression models because QR
provides consistent estimates of slope for upper and lower bounds. They argued that such
information requiring knowledge of the boundaries of polygonal relationships are
important in ecological associations.
Quantile regression is applicable where the conventional least squares regression
is less successful, where the relationships between variables are weak (Cade and Noon,
2003), and where there is need to understand the behavior of the entire distribution (Cade
and Noon, 2003; Koenker, 2005). Quantile regression is particularly useful where the
tails and the central location of the conditional distributions vary at different degrees with
the covariates due to heterogeneity in the factors affecting the covariates. In such
situations, the change in the conditional quantile depends on the quantile. For instance,
the regression coefficients for low salinity soils (say  < 0.05) would be different from
those of medium salinity soils (say  = 0.5) or high salinity soils (say  > 0.95) when the
relationship between ECe and ECa is modeled.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Soil Properties Affecting EMI Signal Readings
The depth profiles of salinity, clay content, CEC, total organic and inorganic
carbon contents from six representative field sites including different soil series are
presented (Figure 3-3). The soils varied widely in clay content (16% – 65%), CEC (< 1 –
140 mmol kg-1) and total inorganic carbon (0.1% – 5%) at the specified depths. While
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salinity variation was highest in the subsoil, and is closely related to the amounts of clay
and inorganic carbon species at this depth, total organic carbon was, as expected, highest
in the topsoil. High CEC at the soil surface corresponds with the high organic matter
content, and the decreasing trend of CEC to a depth of 0.9 m is due to the absence of the
illuvial accumulation of organic matter below 0.3 m. Illuvial clay between 0.6 and 1.2 m
may be responsible for an increase in CEC below 0.9 m (Figure 3-3b and 3-3e vs. Figure
3-3c). The main point is that these properties differ with depth and among soils, due to
the process of horizonation (e.g., the translocation and accumulation of soil components
by the action of soil-forming factors) (Figure 3-3). As a result of inconsistent patterns in
the relationships of each soil property with depth, and between two properties across the
depth layers for all profiles, the best parameter in the subset of properties affecting the
EMI readings for use in calibration was just salinity (ECe) (Appendix: Table 3-A1 and
Table 3-2). Therefore, constructing a direct calibration between EMI signal readings and
salinity is inevitable, even though the inclusion of a depth variable as an additional
predictor to account for differences in soil properties within the pedons due to the
pedogenic processes is reasonable and strategic.
Existing Regression Models
The SLR and MLR models are rejected because they violate model assumptions
of normality and homoscedascity and thus invalidate any inference drawn from such
models (Tables 3-2 – 3-6). The fits of the first-order trend surface spatial regression
models (equation 1) are equally weak (R2 between 0.07 - 0.63 for the five depths) with
parameter estimates that are not significantly different from zero (p values > 0.05)
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(Appendix: Table 3-A3). However, the mean effects are included in Tables 3-2 – 3-6, to
show that even though the fit could be as high as 0.87, that the predictability of such
mean estimates is influenced by meeting model assumptions. Clearly, since none of the
existing salinity calibration models perform sufficiently well, there is a need for a more
flexible regression framework, such as the QR.
Simple Linear QR Models
Results of the QR estimates of the salinity calibration models for the bulk soil
profile and by soil depth for the Cache County soils are presented in Tables 3-2 – 3-5.
Regardless of the EMI signal readings forms (e.g., ECV, ECV25, ECH25ECe), used as
explanatory variables to estimate salinity, the QR estimates reveal the percentile of the
distribution that is described by least squares regression. In this case, the mean estimates
were higher than the median quantile (τ = 0.50) estimates. This finding is reasonable in
regions dominated by low salinity calcareous soils, where a few locations with high
salinity soils would skew the mean upwards and away from the median, resulting in the
overestimation of salinity for most of the soils (with low ranged salinity). The importance
of EMI signal readings in predicting mean soil salinity has already been established by
previous salinity calibration models. What is more important, however, is to know
whether the predictive influence of the EMI signal reading for soil salinity (ECe) is the
same for soils with low, average, and high salinities. Results from QR modeling seek to
answer such a question, and thus provide a broader basis for understanding the
relationship between EMI signals and soil salinity. From Table 3-2, it is clear that a
change in a specified quantile (τ = 0.02, 0.10, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 0.90, or 0.98) of soil
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salinity (ECe), produced by a unit change in the EMI signal reading, is significantly
different across quantiles (the QR coefficients increased with increase in the τ values).
This ability to describe every point of the distribution proves the necessity of the QR
approach for analyzing such heterogeneous data. Similar results are found in Table 3-6.
Increases in the QR coefficients across the seven estimated quantiles, and
observed for all three EMI input forms, indicate the nonexistence of location shift effects.
The QR parameter estimates have several slopes that vary significantly from each other
across the distribution (p-value < 0.0001). The slopes increase with increasing quantiles
and also with soil depths to 0.6 m, decrease for soil depths between 0.6 and 0.9 m, and
then increasing again at soil depths below 0.9 m for each specified quantile (Table 3-5).
This observation can be explained by the presence of a few extremely high salinity
locations in these low to moderately saline calcareous soils, and to accumulated salinity
at depth due to the incomplete leaching of salts by irrigation waters (Figure 3-3a). The
slope effects at the various specified quantiles for the three EMI signal reading forms are
shown (Figure 3-4). Slopes for the higher quantiles are substantially different from the
ones for the lower quantiles. Thus, the different effects of EMI signal readings at
different quantiles of the distribution confirm the large amount of heterogeneity in the
salinity calibration models, and substantiate the use of a more comprehensive technique
like QR, which is capable of addressing the variability within the distribution.
Multiple Linear QR Models
Results obtained by including soil depth as an additional predictor term to the
EMI signal readings in multiple linear QR models to estimate soil salinity are presented
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in Table 3-6. When the fits of these multiple linear QR models, for each of the specified
conditional quantiles, are compared with corresponding simple linear QR models (Table
3-6 vs. Table 3-2), “Depth” plays a significant role only in predicting median salinity (pvalue = 0.0146) for models with ECV25 readings, and in predicting the first decile (τ =
0.1, p-value = 0.0361) and lower quartile salinity (τ = 0.25, p-value < 0.0004) for models
with ECH25ECe readings. The p-values of the conditional QR estimates indicate that
“Depth” can improve estimates of salinity within the median and lower quartile
distribution for models with ECV25 and ECH25ECe predictors, respectively. We expected
“Depth” to play a significant role in predicting the soil profile salinity given the processes
that move salts up and down the profile at different times of the year and under different
management practices. Such processes are responsible for high salinity at the soil surface
in response to evapo-concentration gradients created by higher temperatures and lower
humidity in the ambient air than soil, and also for high salinity in the subsoil after
leaching and mobilizing the salts with irrigation waters or spring melt waters.
We also observed that the results of the Wald test (based on chi-square
distribution), used to determine the significance of the regression parameter estimates, are
similar to those of the t-statistic (denoted with stars) (Tables 3-2 – 3-6). This observation
agrees with the proof of convergence of the distribution of the test statistic to chi-square
under the null hypothesis as reported by Koenker and Machado (1999).
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QR Estimated Parameters with Confidence Limits for Salinity
The quantile plots for the intercept and predictor variables (ECH25ECe and Depth)
are presented (Figure 3-5a, b, and c). In Figure 3-5b, for example, the regression
coefficient at a given quantile indicates the effect of a unit change in the ECH25ECe signal
reading on soil salinity, after accounting for the effects of depth, with 95% confidence
interval bands. Similar to the interpretation of Koenker and Hallock (2001) for the QR
parameters, the intercept is the estimated conditional quantile function of the soil salinity
distribution of a soil collected from Cache Valley at no defined soil depth of sampling
and no EMI signal readings. These interpretations are similar to those of conventional
linear regression estimates, except that the QR parameters are defined for specified
quantiles.
The quantile plots illustrate how variable the explanatory effects can be. They
also highlight that the mean effect is not the optimal way to model the salinity calibration.
For instance, the QR estimates (intercept, ECH25ECe, Depth) for ECe lie outside the
confidence interval of the mean, indicating that the location shift interpretation of the
effects of ECH25ECe and Depth are questionable. A formal test (Khmaladze test) that was
conducted to clear doubts about the possible absence of a location shift effect confirmed
that neither the individual slope parameters, nor all the slope parameters of the model,
jointly satisfied the null hypothesis that the linear model specification is of a location
shift or location-scale shift form. The “Depth” parameter came close to exhibiting a
location shift effect for most parts of the distribution from a τ of 0.02 to near 0.92, but
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deviated above 0.92 (Figure 3-5c). This can be seen in Figure 3-5c as an underestimation
of the mean “Depth” effect at most of the specified conditional quantiles.
The QR estimates of the conditional quantile effect of ECH25ECe on ECe show a
much larger variation in the lower quantiles (e.g., τ = 0.02, 0.003 – 0.187 dS m-1) and
upper quantiles (e.g., τ = 0.98, 0.41 – 0.54 dS m-1) of the distribution compared to the
median (0.33 dS m-1) or the mean (0.32 – 0.35 dS m-1). Figure 3-5b shows that these
larger variations on the tails of the distribution manifested as underestimation of ECH25ECe
at quantiles ≥ 0.75 and overestimation at quantiles ≤ 0.50. These plots reiterate the
strength of the QR technique in capturing the complete set of the highly variable
conditional quantiles and their 95% pointwise confidence band of the parameter
estimates.
Review of the multiple QR parameters calculated using equation (1) reveals that
the parameter estimates for ECH’, Easting, and Northing are not significant (p-value >
0.05) (Appendix: Table 3-A3). Furthermore, the fits of the QR models for the upper two
depths at each of the specified quantiles are poor (R2 values < 0.44) (Appendix: Table 3A3). Thus, these models are not recommended.
Model Goodness-of-Fit
Results show that on the basis of the R2 statistic, the fits for the calibration models
with the EMI signal readings that account for heterogeneity in soil profile salinity
(ECH25ECe), perform better than models with EMI readings that assume profile
homogeneity (ECV25), or those using the direct raw EMI readings (ECV or ECH) (Table 32 and Table 3-6). Similar results are found when the R2 values are compared with those
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of the corresponding soil depths (Table 3-5 vs. Tables 3-3 and 3-4). The R2 values of QR
models increase with increasing τ (Table 3-2 – 3-6). The observed high R2 at higher
quantiles is indicative of a highly skewed and heavy upper tailed conditional distribution
resulting from substantial differences between the conditional and unconditional
estimates. It also suggests a higher quality fit, and the stronger significance of the
explanatory variables, at higher than lower quantiles.
Model Validation
Table 3-6 presents the MSE and MSPE based on a calibration and independent
validation data set, respectively, for specific conditional quantiles of the multiple QR
models with ECH25ECe and Depth as predictors. The results show that the MSPE values
are fairly close to the MSE and not seriously biased for conditional quantile models with
τ ≤ 0.25. But as τ increases to higher quantiles, the MSPE increases faster than the MSE
and their difference widens. In this circumstance, we have to rely on the MSPE as an
indicator of how well these conditional quantile models at higher quantiles (τ > 0.25) will
predict in the future (Kutner et al., 2005). Nonetheless, the regression model developed
from the calibration data of the IMB sub-basin is applicable for the irrigated agricultural
field of the Pariette watershed with low salinity levels (τ ≤ 0.25, ECe < 13.5 dS m-1, N =
42). For the conditional quantile models with τ > 0.25, the MSE of the model calibration
dataset underestimates the inherent variability in making future predictions. The
appropriateness of the predictive ability of these multiple QR models with τ ≤ 0.25 may
have been an indication that the new data have ECe within the range of the calibration
data, or may simply be indicative of strong support for the applicability of these models
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under broader circumstances. Results of comparing the measured ECe values from the
Pariette watershed to the predicted values based on the conditional QR models depicts a
similar finding as explained using the MSE – MSPE statistics (Figure 3-6). Again, it is
clear that there is less bias between the measured and the predicted ECe values for QR
models at lower quantiles (τ ≤ 0.25) than higher. Although this independent validation
requires the calculation of new weighting ratios for the validation dataset, its merits,
which include 1) capturing the field-specific inherent heterogeneity of ECe and
translating the heterogeneity in ECe to the depth weighted EMI data, and 2) retaining the
predictive ability of the calibration model despite differences in the type and nature of the
salts responsible for the salinity at these sites (calibration vs. validation fields), far
outweigh the effort in obtaining a few additional validating ground-truth ECe values.
These independent validation results support the suitability of the conditional QR models
with lower quantiles despite the lower R2 values of these models.
CONCLUSIONS
Despite the non-homogeneity of potentially perturbing factors affecting ECa, we
developed calibration models for predicting salinity directly from EMI signal readings
using a QR modeling technique. The QR models capture the variability at different
specified conditional quantiles of the salinity distribution. Independent validation of the
selected multiple QR models indicates that at low salinity ranges corresponding to
conditional quantiles τ ≤ 0.25, the conditional quantile models (Qτ ≤ .25 = ECe | ECH25ECe +
Depth) are applicable to data from low range salinity fields in addition to those of the
calcareous soils on which the models are based. Although the R2 values of these fitted
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QR models (τ ≤ 0.25) are low, the appropriateness of their predictive capability assures
their use for prediction at low salinity ranges. The robustness of this novel QR approach
(i.e., no requirements for compliance with distributional assumptions, and the ability to
describe every point of the dependent variable’s distribution) supports its application over
the conventional least squares regression method where violations of model assumptions
invalidate the statistical inference procedures. The precision with which the heavy upper
tail of the salinity distribution is described demonstrates the strength of the QR model and
exposes how misleading mean effects can be.
Given the improved performance of the salinity models with EMI signal
predictors that account for non-homogeneity in the profile, we encourage future attempts
at EMI depth-weighting to adopt this new weighting procedure rather than continuing to
use models that assume homogeneity, which is rarely observed in the real world.
Although it requires a few ground-truth ECe data values to calculate the ECe profile
ratios, this newly proposed depth-weighting procedure removes the complexity of
modeling different equations for regular, inverted, and uniform salinity profiles (Corwin
and Rhoades, 1984; Rhoades, 1992). Finally, we recommend that future conditional mean
regression models be complemented with QR techniques to provide a broader
understanding of the entire conditional distribution.
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Table 3-1 The area occupied by each of the soil series of the IMB sub-basin study sites
and their USDA classifications to the family level (SSURGO, 2004).

Table 3-2 Simple linear QR estimates of salinity calibration models of the IMB sub-basin
in Cache County based on 350 observations. Columns 2 and 8 present the conditional
quantile estimates. The t-statistic significance level of the parameter estimates are placed
next to the estimates and are denoted with stars. The R2 values for the conditional
quantiles of the QR are also reported. Statistical significance of estimates at 0.05, 0.001,
and 0.0001 are represented with *, **, and ***, respectively. (Note that a higher R2 value
influenced the choice of an EMI dipole orientation used in the models)
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Table 3-3 Simple linear QR estimates of salinity calibration models of the IMB sub-basin
in Cache County by depth using the raw bulk EMI signal readings as predictor. Columns
2 and 8 present the conditional quantile estimates. The t-statistic significance level of the
parameter estimates are placed next to the estimates and are denoted with stars. The R2
values for the conditional quantiles of the QR are also reported. Statistical significance of
estimates at 0.05, 0.001, and 0.0001 are represented with *, **, and ***, respectively.
(Note that a higher R2 value influenced the choice of an EMI dipole orientation used in
the models)
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Table 3-4 Simple linear QR estimates of salinity calibration models of the IMB sub-basin
in Cache County by depth using McNeill’s (1980) ECa depth weighted response curve
readings as predictor. Columns 2 and 8 present the conditional quantile estimates. The tstatistic significance level of the parameter estimates are placed next to the estimates and
are denoted with stars. The R2 values for the conditional quantiles of the QR are also
reported. Statistical significance of estimates at 0.05, 0.001, and 0.0001 are represented
with *, **, and ***, respectively. (Note that a higher R2 value influenced the choice of an
EMI dipole orientation used in the models)
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Table 3-5 Simple linear QR estimates of salinity calibration models of the IMB sub-basin
in Cache County by depth using EMI reading partitioned with ECe depth profile ratio as
predictor. Columns 2 and 8 present the conditional quantile estimates. The t-statistic
significance level of the parameter estimates are placed next to the estimates and are
denoted with stars. The R2 values for the conditional quantiles of the QR are also
reported. Statistical significance of estimates at 0.05, 0.001, and 0.0001 are represented
with *, **, and ***, respectively. (Note that a higher R2 value influenced the choice of an
EMI dipole orientation used in the models)
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Table 3-6. Multiple linear QR estimates of salinity calibration models of the IMB subbasin in Cache County based on 350 observations. Columns 2 and 8 present the
conditional quantile estimates. The t-statistic significance level of the parameter estimates
are placed next to the estimates and are denoted with stars. The R2 for the conditional
quantiles of the QR are also reported. Statistical significance of estimates at 0.05, 0.001,
and 0.0001 are represented with *, **, and ***, respectively. Mean squared error (MSE)
for the calibration data and mean squared prediction error (MSPE) for validating the
calibration model with an independent test dataset (N = 42) from an irrigated agricultural
field in the Pariette watershed, UT, are also presented. (Note that a higher R2 value
influenced the choice of an EMI dipole orientation used in the models)
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Figure 3-1 The location of study area in the IMB sub-basin, Cache County, Utah with 35
selected fields that draw irrigation waters directly from the Bear River in the northern
portion and from the tributaries of the Bear River in the southern half. Also shown is an
irrigated agricultural field of the Pariette watershed in eastern Utah that was used to
validate the IMB salinity calibration models.
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Figure 3-2 Relative response of EM38 sensor as a function of distance (McNeill, 1980).
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Figure 3-3 The depth profiles of selected soil properties (salinity (a), clay content (b),
cation exchange capacity (c), total organic (d) and inorganic carbon contents (e)) known
to directly and indirectly influence the EMI signal readings, from six representative field
sites consisting of different soil series (1. Quinney Silt Loam (QL); 2. Lewiston/Kidman
Fine Sandy Loam (LK); 3. Kidman Fine Sandy Loam/Quinney Silt Loam (KQ); 4.
Trenton Silty Clay Loam (Tr); 5. Mixed Alluvial Land (Allu); 6. Quinney Silt Loam,
QL).
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Figure 3-4 Plots of predicted conditional quantiles of ECe at 7 specified quantiles (τ =
0.02, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 0.9, 0.98) and the conditional mean model of ECe against a) the
raw bulk EMI readings (ECV), b) depth weighted EMI response for homogeneous
profiles (ECV25), and c) the depth weighted EMI response based on observed ECe profile
ratios for heterogeneous profiles (ECH25ECe) in the IMB sub-basin of Cache County, Utah
(N=350).
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Figure 3-5 Parameter estimate plots from a multiple QR for the conditional quantiles of
ECe against ECH25ECe and Depth. For each of the QR coefficients – intercept (a),
ECH25ECe (b) and Depth (c), the black dotted points with filled solid lines represents the
estimated quantiles,   (0,1) . The shaded grey area depicts a 95% pointwise confidence
band. A red solid line represents the least squares estimates of the mean effect, with two
red dashed lines representing a 95% confidence interval for this coefficient.
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Figure 3-6 Measured against predicted ECe values of validation samples (N = 42) from
the Pariette watershed (Uinta Basin, UT) based on the conditional QR models.
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APPENDICES
Table 3-A1 Comparison of reduced MLR models with ECa + Depth as predictor
variables to fuller nested models with Clay and SP. (Note: CEC and TOC variables were
only available for surface modeling). The adjusted R2 values and predictor variables that
were not significant in the models are presented. The P values (fourth column) compare
each of the fuller models with the reduced model at significance level of 0.05.
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Table 3-A2. Comparison of reduced QR models with ECa + Depth as predictor variables
to fuller nested models with Clay and SP at specified conditional quantiles. The P values
(bottom row) compare the reduced model (i.e., ECH25ECe + Depth) with each of the fuller
nested models at significance level of 0.05.
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Table 3-A3. Multiple quantile regression estimates of salinity calibration models of the
IMB sub-basin in Cache County by depth using the raw bulk EMI signal readings (ECV’
and ECH’ - logarithm transformed and decorrelated) and location coordinates of the trend
surface (Easting’ and Northing’ - centered and scaled) as predictor. Columns 2 to 8
present their conditional quantile estimates. Column 9 reports the mean effect estimated
by least squares regression. The t-statistic significance level of the parameter estimates
are placed next to the estimates and are denoted with stars. The R2 values for conditional
quantiles of the QR are also reported. Statistical significance of estimates at 0.05, 0.001,
and 0.0001 are represented with *, **, and ***, respectively.
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CHAPTER 4
A COMPARISON OF SALINITY MEASUREMENT METHODS BASED ON
SOIL SATURATED PASTES 3
ABSTRACT
Soil salinization is of great concern in the irrigated arid and semi-arid western
U.S. due to its threat to sustainable agricultural productivity and thus is closely
monitored. The measurement of electrical conductivity in saturated paste extracts (ECe)
is the standard to which other salinity estimation methods are referenced. Since this
method is laborious, the preparation of saturated pastes subject to bias, and salinity
estimates by electrical conductivity (EC) subject to chemical artifact, numerous other
methods have been proposed. These include EC measurements in diluted saturated paste
extracts (ECed), direct measurement of EC in soil pastes (“Bureau of Soils Cup” method,
ECcup), and EC based on electromagnetic induction (ECH25ECe). The main objective of
this paper is to compare these four saturated paste-related methods of estimating salinity
with respect to specific soil management goals. Comparison of the methods across six
soil depths and three textural groups demonstrates that estimates of salinity are
significantly influenced by the method, depth of sampling, and soil texture. Whereas ECe
and ECcup estimates differed significantly from each other and from those of the other
methods, ECH25ECe and ECed estimates were similar.
_____________________
3

The material for this chapter is currently in review as: Amakor, X.N., A.R. Jacobson, G.E. Cardon, A.
Hawks, A Comparison of Salinity Measurement Methods based on Soil Saturated Pastes, Geoderma.
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In addition, high correlations between estimates of salinity by ECH25ECe and ECe indicate
their similarity and suggest the suitability of the ECH25ECe method as a reference
parameter for monitoring salinity. Thus, the suitability of the ECH25ECe method is drawn
from its similarity to 1) the superior ECed method, which corrects for salinity
underestimation due to ion pair formation, and 2) the ECe method, which is the standard
method against which other salinity estimates are traditionally compared. This finding
was consistent across all depths, the three texture groups, and the combinations of
method and depth or texture groups. The high coefficient of variation in ECe and ECcup
highlights the subjectivity of these methods and raises questions about the choice of ECe
as standard for salinity estimates. These results therefore suggest that the ECH25ECe
method (which requires few collocated but representative ECe measurements) be used to
rapidly and reliably monitor salinity in calcareous soils of arid and semiarid regions.
INTRODUCTION
Accurate and precise salinity measurements are required to sustainably manage
land resources especially with respect to soil quality and agro-ecosystem productivity.
They are particularly important to soils in the agricultural belts of semi-arid regions that
are faced with the threats of salinization and shrinking average farm sizes (NASS, 2009).
Salt crusts, soil cracks, stunted plants, narrow leaves, wilting and plant death are some of
the consequences of excessive accumulation of salts near the surface and within the root
zone (Gupta and Abrol, 1990; Sumner, 1993; Oster et al., 1999).
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An assessment of the methods used in quantifying salinity is paramount to
curtailing detrimental saline conditions. Estimates of soil salinity are most often based on
electrical conductivity measured in saturated paste extracts (ECe) (U.S. Salinity
Laboratory Staff, 1954; Bower and Wilcox, 1965). The ECe is a dynamic property of the
soil and is affected by properties such as soil moisture content, temperature and texture.
ECe is currently the standard and most widely accepted parameter for estimating soil
salinity because its extract simulates a naturally occurring state of the soil solution and
can be related to plant response (U.S. Salinity Laboratory Staff, 1954; Maas, 1990;
Rhoades et al., 1999; Khorsandi and Yazdi, 2011). In addition, the saturation point
requirement for the extract represents a single realistic moisture state of the soil that can
be easily reproduced and can accommodate soils with a wide range of textures and
organic matter contents, to a defined-extraction ratio.
However, electrical conductivity measured from a soil saturation paste extract
may underestimate soil salinity due to ion pair formation (Adams, 1971; Marion and
Babcock, 1976; Simon et al., 1994; see also Chapter 2). Other drawbacks to using the
ECe method include that it is 1) labor intensive, 2) time-consuming, 3) subject to analyst
error and/or experience in the preparation of the saturated paste, and 4) often
prohibitively costly for performing large-scale field inventories and monitoring of soil
salinity.
To address particular aspects of these issues, several other methods based directly
or indirectly on soil saturation paste preparation have been proposed. These include the
“Bureau of Soils Cup” method (ECcup) (U.S. Salinity Laboratory, 1954; Whitney and
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Means, 1897), depth-weighted electromagnetic induction (EMI) sensing method (Corwin
and Rhoades, 1982; Johnston et al., 1996; McKenzie et al., 1989; Triantafilis et al., 2000;
Wollenhaupt et al., 1986; see also Chapter 3), and a diluted ECe method (Simon et al.,
1994; see also Chapter 2).
The ECcup method, which involved measuring EC directly from the saturated soil
paste, has been shown to be well suited for both laboratory and field measurements of
salinity (Rhoades et al., 1989). The soil cup apparatus is inexpensive, simple, and rugged,
and measurements can be made relatively quickly and reproducibly. Rhoades et al.
(1989) pointed out the attractiveness of the soil cup method for field mapping, diagnosis
and monitoring salinity. However, use of the “Bureau of Soils Cup” has been discouraged
for lack of a general relation with the existing standard method (Reitemeier and Wilcox,
1946; U.S. Salinity Laboratory, 1954). Even when a table of the relationship between
ECcup and ECe became available (Table 10; Soil Survey Staff, 1951), the use of the
“cup” method for soil salinity assessment declined among the Soil Conservation Service
field staff.
A more practical and widely used field-based method is based on electromagnetic
induction (EMI) sensing. This geophysical field method based on EMI (e.g., using the
Geonics EM38-DD) has proven to be an acceptable means of measuring and monitoring
field-scale salinity, because measurements can be made in a non-destructive, inexpensive,
and timely manner to depths below the root zone of most common crops. The bulk
electrical conductivity (ECa) measurements acquired by EMI are related to soil properties
such as salinity, clay content, soil moisture content, clay mineralogy, etc. and thus the
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ECa signal can be mined for much of the detailed spatial information required for the
sustainable management of soil resources. In particular, ECa measurements can be
calibrated to measure salinity in soils, especially those of arid and semi-arid regions
where salinity is a dominant factor influencing ECa. The ECe of ground-truth samples is
often used to calibrate the ECa (Corwin and Rhoades, 1982; Johnston et al., 1996;
McKenzie et al., 1989; Triantafilis et al., 2000; Wollenhaupt et al., 1986). Rhoades and
Corwin (1981) derived a number of fixed proportions for weighting the ECa data based
on a theoretical depth response curve (McNeill, 1980). The ECa depth-weighted values
are then calibrated with corresponding depth values of ECe. To avoid the depth response
curve assumption of homogeneous soil profiles, Amakor et al. (see Ch. 3) prescribed a
depth weighing procedure that uses the ECe profile ratios without the need to calibrate
with ECe. They contend that the ECa measurement is describing the pattern of profile
salinity and thus, accounting for heterogeneity in salinity.
Recently, Amakor et al. 2013b (see Ch. 2) proposed a laboratory method of
diluting the saturated paste extracts to conductivities less than 0.03 dS m-1 (ECed) to
improve estimates of salinity in calcareous soils. They showed that inaccuracies occur not
only in highly saline soils, but also to a great degree in calcareous soils, which are
generally classified as non-saline according to the USDA (i.e., ECe < 4 dS m-1) due to the
low solubility of calcium carbonate and a greater tendency of polyvalent ions to form ion
pairs relative to more soluble monovalent ions. The ECed method is a modification to the
widely accepted standard ECe method, which corrects for the soil salinity
underestimations experienced even in low ionic strength solution such as that from
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calcareous soils. Amakor et al. (see Ch. 2) showed that diluting the soil saturated paste
extract to conductivities below 0.03 dS m-1 (i.e., by a factor near 1000) minimizes the
influence of ion pairing, which are responsible for the inaccuracies of salinity estimates
from saturated paste extracts in semi-arid calcareous soils. Similar ion-pairing bias exists
with measuring salinity from the soil saturation paste using the “Bureau of Soils Cup”
method.
One thing common to all these methods is the ability of a soil medium (of varying
moisture content) to carry an electric current either due to the migration of cations and
anions in opposite directions across a pair of electrodes in the soil extracts, or across the
electric and magnetic field by induction with the EMI; and measuring the conductance of
the media in units of decisiemens per meter (dS m-1).
The method selected for estimating soil salinity should reflect soil management
objectives. The big questions that arise with the choice of a salinity method are; 1) Do
any of the laboratory-based methods save sufficient time and cost to warrant their use in
the face of the uncertainty involved in preparing the soil paste extracts for ECe? 2) Does
the method selected provide sufficient salinity information to describe field-scale spatial
variability in a cost effective manner? and 3) Does the combination of any two methods
significantly improve field-scale salinity data while remaining cost-effective?
To date there has been no comparison of salinity measurement methods based on the EC
of saturated paste, to determine whether one is clearly superior to the others. In this study,
we compare ECe, ECcup, ECed, and ECa in 468 soil samples representing 78 sites to a
depth of 1.5 m, with a range of textures and salinity contents, with the aim of assessing
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their performance in estimating soil salinity in terms of accuracy and ease of
measurement. Repeated measures analysis of variance was used to evaluate the results of
each of these methods on the same set of soils.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Location and Description of Study Site
This study was conducted in the irrigated Middle Bear (IMB) sub-basin, Cache
o

o

County (central coordinates: 41 54'8'' N, 111 56'6'' W), Utah, USA. The selected fields
in the study area draw irrigation waters from the Bear River. The climate is semi-arid
with a dominantly mesic soil temperature regime and xeric soil moisture regime.
o

Moderate variation exists in the mean annual air temperature (7.6 – 10.1 C) and
precipitation (416 – 490 mm) (UCC, 2010). The topography of the basin is relatively flat
with slopes of up to 4% without microrelief. Elevation ranges from 1,345 to 1,510 m
above sea level. Major crops are alfalfa (Medicago sativa L.), corn (Zea mays L.), small
grains, peas (Pisum sativum) and pasture in rotation.
The soil texture classes range from sandy loam to clay. The dominant soil order is
Mollisol often with a calcic subsurface diagnostic horizon. All the soils are calcareous
with a long history of irrigation. The soil parent materials are lacustrine deposits derived
from either limestone and sandstone, or quartzite.
Field measurement of EC
On 35 fields, apparent EC (ECa) was measured along transects of approximately
30-m intervals in two dipole orientations (vertical: ECV; and horizontal: ECH) using an
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EM38-DD sensor (Geonics Inc., Mississauga, ON) during the summer and fall seasons
from 2007 to 2009. The sensor consists of two coils, the transmitter and the receiver. The
basic principle of its operation is well documented (McNeill, 1980; Rhoades et al., 1999).
Essentially, when the sensor is placed on or near the soil surface, the transmitter coil
induces eddy current loops in the soil that generate secondary electromagnetic fields,
parts of which are intercepted by the receiver coil (Fig. 4-1 a). These signals are
amplified and formed into an output voltage that is related to the bulk soil electrical
conductivity (ECa).
This electromagnetic induction (EMI) sensor was chosen for field-scale
measurement of salinity because intensive ECa response data can be obtained instantly
and non-destructively from soils (Rhoades et al., 1999), and can thus be used to guide soil
sampling collection. The bulk raw conductivity signal readings (in millisiemens per
meter, mS m-1), together with their corresponding coordinate locations are directly read to
an Allegro Cx datalogger (Juniper Systems Inc., Logan, UT). More than 30,000
georeferenced ECa measurements were taken across the entire study area. ECa
measurements were partitioned into five sample depths (0.3-, 0.6-, 0.9-, 1.2-, and 1.5-m)
by using a weighting system based on observed ECe profile values (see Ch. 3).
The depth-partitioning ECe weights of each depth were multiplied by the bulk
ECa values that were measured in the horizontal dipole mode of operation. These ECe
depth-weighted signal measurements were then corrected to a reference temperature of
25 °C and hereafter denoted as ECH25ECe. This form of the ECa depth-weighted
measurements was preferred to that obtained from using the theoretical depth response
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curves (McNeill, 1980) because it allows and accounts for heterogeneity in the salinity
profile of the soil (see Ch. 3).
Soil Sampling Design and Soil Preparation
Preliminary maps constructed from EMI survey data formed the basis of soil
sampling. The maps were used to separate soils into low (ECa < 30 mS m-1), medium (30
mS m-1 < ECa < 60 mS m-1), and high (ECa > 60 mS m-1) groups. Soil samples were
collected randomly from within the low, medium and high ECa groups amounting to 78
spatially referenced ground truth (or calibration) soil samples that were used to depthweight the bulk ECa and compare the selected EC methods. At each calibration site, six
soil samples were collected at 0.3m increment from the surface soil to a depth of 1.5m.
The sites were highly representative of the within-field variability in the ECa data
(Corwin and Lesch, 2005), landscape positions, and soil map units in the field. Soil
temperature was measured in situ to temperature compensate field-measured ECa data.
The augered samples were air dried, ground to pass a 2-mm sieve, and used to prepare
saturation paste extracts for ECe measurement. Subsamples were analyzed for
gravimetric moisture content and saturation percentage (SP).
Saturated Paste Extract Preparation, Characterization and ECe Measurement
To prepare the soil saturation paste extracts, distilled deionized water was added
to 400 g of air-dried soils while stirring, and then the mixture was allowed to stand
overnight in order to allow the readily soluble salts to completely dissolve and the
solution to reach steady state. Saturation was determined as the point when the uniform
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saturated paste glistens, flows slightly when tipped, slides freely and cleanly off a smooth
spatula, and jars after a trench is formed, the soil paste is said to be sufficiently
reproducible (Rhoades, 1996). Extracts of the saturated soil pastes were obtained by
centrifugation (Elkhatib et al., 1986). ECe was measured from a subsample of the
saturation paste extracts using an automatic temperature compensating probe set to 25°C
connected to an Accumet XL 30 conductivity meter (Fisher Scientific, CA). pH was
measured after EC to avoid contaminating the extract with KCl from the pH electrode.
EC of the Diluted Saturated Paste Extracts (ECed, Amakor et al., 2013b, in press)
Subsamples of all the saturated paste extracts were diluted to conductivities below
0.03 dS m-1 (i.e a factor near 1000) and the EC of these diluted extracts was then
measured at 25ºC (denoted as ECed in Chapter 2). The aim of diluting the extracts was to
minimize ion pair formation and thus improve the soil salinity estimates of the semi-arid
calcareous soils. The ECe and the ECed measurements constitute two laboratory-based
methods of the four EC methods that are compared in this paper (Fig. 4-1 b).
EC by Bureau of Soils Cup Method
A Hach soil irrigation water (SIW) kit (Hach Co., Loveland, Colo.) was used to
determine soil EC and saturation percentage of the soil paste. The Hach SIW kit employs
the “Bureau of Soils Cup” method, which is an accepted salinity estimation method
suitable for field use (Rhoades et al., 1999; Richards, 1959). This method utilizes a soil
cup, which is a 50 cm3 cylindrical conductivity cell made of hard rubber that has
electrodes on opposite ends connected to a conductivity meter (Fig. 4-1 c). The cup is
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filled with a saturated paste and the EC of the soil paste (ECp) is read (Rhoades et al.,
1989). The ECp value, temperature, and weight of the filled sample cup are entered into
Hach’s SIW software program, and ECeSIW (or ECcup) and SP were calculated for the
sample.
Data Analysis
The measured ECe profile values were used to depth-weight the bulk ECH and
ECV values from the EMI survey (see Chapter 3). The ECe data (standard approach) were
compared with the other three methods (ECed, ECcup, and ECH25ECe) for consistency by
evaluating the Pearson correlation between the ECe and the EC from each of the other
methods in each depth of the soil profile. The uncertainty or variability associated with
each of the EC measurement methods was evaluated by computing their coefficient of
variation. Repeated measures analysis of variance (performed with the SAS/STAT®
software) was used to compare the four EC measurement methods on the same set of
soils, and to determine the impact that soil sampling depth and/or soil texture has on the
salinity estimates. Specific research questions that were addressed include:
a) Main method effects: 1) Does the soil depth layer where the samples were collected
have an influence on the salinity measure? 2) Are there differences in mean salinity
estimates between soil texture groups (such as clay, clay loam, and loam)? and 3) Do
different methods of measuring EC have an influence on the salinity estimates? and,
b) Two- and three-way interaction effects: 1) Does the pattern of difference in mean
salinity estimates for different soil depths change for each texture group? 2) Does the
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influence of soil depth on salinity estimates depend on the EC measurement method? and
3) does the pattern of differences in mean salinity estimates between soil depth layers
change for some texture group and EC methods?
For this comparison of treatments our subjects consisted of 78 sampling sites with
two between-subject group treatments, namely, depth (six soil layers) and texture (three
texture groups); and one within-subject effect, i.e., each EC measurement method (with
four measurement trials). The soil depth layers include the surface soil, 0.3 m, 0.6 m, 0.9
m, 1.2 m, and 1.5 m. The soils were classified into three texture groups as follows: clay
group (including clay, silty clay, and sandy clay soils), clay loam group (including clay
loam, silty clay loam, and sandy clay loam soils), and loam group (including loam, silt
loam, and sandy loam soils). Soil salinity was estimated in units of dS m-1 for the four EC
methods (ECe, ECed, ECcup, and ECH25ECe).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Measure of Heterogeneity among the Four Salinity Measurement Methods
The variability in the EC measurements obtained with the four methods is listed
in Table 4-1. The values of coefficient of variation (CV), though generally high, were
different for each of the four methods and across the six soil depths. The higher EC
variability of the surface soil across the methods may be attributed to the inclusion of
substantial amounts of undecomposed fine roots and biomass in some soils and salt crust
in other soils. The subjectivity associated with the soil paste preparation may in part
explain the higher variability with the ECe and ECcup than with the ECed and ECH25ECe
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data at all depths (Table 4-1). This raises questions about the use of ECe or ECcup
methods as standard approaches. Previous studies have also expressed concerns on the
subjectivity associated with making a saturated soil paste (Allison, 1973; Beatty and
Loveday, 1974; Longenecker and Lyerly, 1964; Loveday, 1972; Shaw, 1994).
Modifications that were suggested to improve the reproducibility of making the soil paste
include 1) wetting the soils by capillarity (Beatty and Loveday, 1974; Longenecker and
Lylerly, 1964; Loveday, 1972) and adding soil to water rather than vice versa (Allison,
1973). However, our study shows that even though there is subjectivity with the standard
ECe method, other methods (such as ECed and ECH25ECe) derived from ECe are less
variable. For instance, variability in the soil paste procedure associated with the ECe and
ECcup estimates was significantly reduced with the ECed method, which involved a near
infinite dilution (i.e., EC < 0.03 dS m-1) of the paste extracts; so that moderate variability
was observed at the 0.6m soil depth. With all four methods, the depth interval
corresponding to the root zone of most common crops (0.3 – 0.8 m) depict a slight
decrease in the CV of the ECs due in part to irrigation practices that leach some salts
below the root zone and plant uptake of some soluble salts. Similarly, the ECH25ECe field
data were more heterogeneous at the surface and at depths below 0.9 m than within the
0.3 – 0.8 m soil interval. Soil properties affecting ECa measurements, such as profile
moisture, temperature, ECe, and bulk density variations, may have been responsible for
the high variability in the field ECH25ECe method. The CV values show that the ECe and
ECcup are similarly heterogeneous and not significantly different from the ECH25ECe
method. This is expected since this EMI data was depth-weighted using the ECe profile
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estimates for ECH25ECe method. However, the ECed method had the lowest CV,
suggesting that the factors affecting EC are more homogenous when the ionic strength of
the extracts is near zero. The small range in the CV values of ECe, ECed and ECH25ECe
methods, suggests that the soil conductance of these methods is similar and suggests that
the other two methods (ECed and ECH25ECe) can serve as benchmark methods in the
absence of ECe.
Soil EC Profile Correlations among the Four Salinity Methods
Table 4-2 presents the Pearson correlation coefficients and their significance for
the four salinity estimation methods across all six soil depths. Relatively high statistically
significant correlations (r > 0.74, p < 0.0001, N = 78) exist between any two of the ECed,
ECcup, ECH25ECe, and ECe methods. The strong association may indicate that all four EC
methods are similar. The highest correlation coefficients were observed between ECe and
ECH25ECe at all depths, highlighting the similarity between these two methods, and
suggesting that the ECH25ECe method could represent the standard for salinity estimates
for field salinity monitoring. The high correlation between ECe and ECH25ECe is expected
given that the detailed EMI data are depth-weighted with few collocated and
representative profile ECe ratios. EMI data that are depth weighted with ECe profile
ratios translates the ECa to salinity estimates as well as accounts for heterogeneity in
salinity. With the exception of the 0.3 m soil layer, the ECe vs. ECed correlation
coefficients were higher at other depths than those of the ECe vs. ECcup method, because
the former are obtained from the same saturated paste extracts. ECcup is measured
directly from the soil saturation paste and thus may be prone to errors due to
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surface:solution effects such as cation exchange or mineral dissolution, or effects of
surface charge on conductivity, which do not occur in the extracts.
Effects of EC Methods and Soil Depths on Salinity Estimates
The data presented in Table 4-3 clearly indicate that the method used in
measuring EC and its interaction with the depth from which the samples were collected,
significantly influence the estimate of salinity (p < 0.0001). Whereas the salinity
estimates resulting from the ECed and ECH25ECe methods were not significantly different,
estimates from ECe differed significantly from those obtained by the ECcup method
(Table 4-3). The similarity between the ECed and ECH25ECe methods provides support for
the suitability of the ECH25ECe method to provide reliable salinity estimates. This assumes
the superiority of the ECed method, which uses dilution to minimize the impact of ionpairing on salinity estimates (see Chapter 2).
To tease out confounding factors in the relationship between the EC methods and
their estimates, we tested the influence of soil depth on the salinity estimates (Table 4-4).
Table 4-4 shows that the influence of the surface depth on salinity estimate was not
significantly different from the 0.3 m depth, although it was significantly different from
the other depth layers (0.6-, 0.9-, 1.2-, and 1.5 m). This result clearly draws a contrast
between the top 0.3 m soil (plow layer) and the subsoil. This difference may signify a
greater downward gradient due to gravitational force from irrigation waters, snowmelt
waters or rainfall that leaches salts to the deeper soils, than upwards with lower salinity.
Although the salinity estimates at 0.6-, 0.9-, and 1.5 m depths are not significantly
different from that at 0.3 m, the salinity estimate at 1.2 m depth is significantly different
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from those at the 0.3 m and the surface depths. This difference at the 1.2 m depth could
be related to the presence of a water table, textural differences, or an artifact.
Figure 4-2a depicts the effects of soil depth for each of the four methods of
measuring EC on salinity estimates from all three texture groups. The salinity estimates
for each EC method changed at different rates between the soil depth layers indicating a
possible depth by method interaction effect. With the exceptions of the ECed and
ECH25ECe methods, the subsoil layers appear to become more saline at a faster rate than
topsoil layers when salinity is estimated by the ECe method than with the ECed method.
This behavior is more pronounced with the clay- to clay loam- textured groups, than for
the loam-textured group of soils. This occurs because salts tend to accumulate where
movement of saline water is restricted by the presence of fine texture soils. The two flat
lines (in Fig. 4-2) represent no change in estimated salinity between the ECe and
ECH25ECe methods across soil depths. Thus, in addition to showing how similar the
estimates of salinity are from the ECed and ECH25ECe methods, and how estimates from
these methods differ substantially from those of ECe and ECcup method, Figure 4-2
shows how different these changes are for different textures. These graphical findings are
confirmed by the results of our hypothesis testing, where we found a significant influence
of both soil depth and EC method, and their interaction, on salinity estimates (p < 0.0001)
(Tables 4-3 and 4-4). Thus, Fig. 4-2 helps in explaining this two-way interaction of
method-by-depth as well as in illustrating the test results for the main effects of depths
and methods.
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Interaction Effects of EC Methods, Depths and Texture on Salinity Estimates
When the soil textural group variable was included as a second between-subject
variable in the model for estimating salinity, the texture main effect and texture-bymethod interaction effect were significant (p < 0.05). That is, in addition to a significant
influence of the texture groups on the estimates of salinity, the effect of texture groups
depends on the method of measuring EC. Figure 4-3 clearly shows that salinity estimates
of the clay- and clay loam- textured groups were overall greater than those of the loam
textured soils and with a general increase in salinity with depth. This is true for salinity
estimates from only the ECe and ECcup methods. A formal test resulted in a significant
difference in the mean salinity estimates between ECe and ECcup methods for the clay
and clay loam groups at each sampling depth (p < 0.05). The loam textured group of soils
is less saline at all depths than the clay and clay loam groups (Fig. 4-3) because salts are
more easily leached out of loam than clay textured soils. Also, presumably the clay soils
have higher CEC and surface area for sorbing cations and anions that are then displaced
into solution when the saturation paste is prepared. Statistical tests indicate that the
salinity estimates among the methods for the loam group at each depth are similar with
the exception of the ECe method at 1.2 and 1.5 m (p < 0.05). The texture-by-method
interaction effect is noticeable as the salinity estimate from the ECed and ECH25ECe
coincide at clay, shift upward at clay loam and overlap again at loam (Fig. 4-3b and c).
Although this intersection did not occur with the ECe and ECcup methods, texture-bymethod interaction improves our understanding of these effects on estimates of salinity.
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SUMMARY
A worthwhile comparison made between saturated paste-related EC measurement
methods, soil depths, and texture groups revealed the usefulness of the depth-weighted
EMI (ECH25ECe) method for estimating and monitoring salinity in semiarid calcareous
soils. High uncertainty associated with previous (ECcup) and current (ECe) standards
was shown by their coefficient of variations. The uncertainty of the ECe estimates is
significantly reduced when the ECe profile ratios are used to depth-weight the ECa (pvalue = 0.0041) and when the saturated paste extracts are diluted to EC < 0.03 dS m-1 (pvalue = 0.0003). Our study also shows that the influence of EC method on salinity
estimates depends on the soil depth layer that is analyzed. The soil textural group was
shown to significantly influence the relationship between EC methods and salinity
estimates. High correlation between ECe and ECH25ECe across all six depths indicates
their similarity, and suggests the suitability of the ECH25ECe method as a reference
parameter for monitoring salinity. The separation of least square means for the method’s
effect on salinity estimates indicates no significant difference between ECed and
ECH25ECe. This similarity also points to the appropriateness of the ECH25ECe method for
detailed and accurate field-scale soil salinity monitoring in semiarid regions. The
suitability of the ECH25ECe method derives from its similarity to both the ECed method,
which corrects for ion pair formation and the underestimation of salinity, and the ECe
method, which is the standard method against which other salinity estimates are
traditionally compared. Therefore, this study recommends the use of detailed ECa data
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that has been depth-weighted with a few collocated and representative ECe profile ratios
for field salinity monitoring.
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Table 4-1 Coefficient of Variation (CV) of electrical conductivity (EC) for four
saturation-point related EC methods of estimating soil salinity from agricultural field
samples of the Irrigated Middle Bear Sub-basin in Cache County, UT.

Soil Depth -- Coefficient of Variation, CV (%) -(m)
ECe
ECed
ECcup ECH25ECe
surface
0.3
0.6
0.9
1.2
1.5
bulk soil

138.6
114.3
114.3
127.0
117.4
152.4
134.1

79.2
42.0
32.2
71.9
85.1
79.1
70.9

179.9
118.5
116.7
110.5
136.2
131.8
134.0

134.8
91.8
90.4
114.4
103.5
127.6
118.2

Table 4-2 Correlation coefficients (r) between pairs of electrical conductivity (EC)
measurements for four different electrical conductivity (EC) methods at six soil depths
(n=78).

Method

------ ECe ------

------ ECed ------

------ ECcup ------

surface†† 0.951***†
0.3 m
0.547***
0.6 m
0.889***
0.9 m
0.871***
1.2 m
0.788***
1.5 m
0.951***
ECcup
surface
0.904*** surface 0.855***
0.3 m
0.867*** 0.3 m
0.558***
0.6 m
0.741*** 0.6 m
0.766***
0.9 m
0.786*** 0.9 m
0.714***
1.2 m
0.764*** 1.2 m
0.736***
1.5 m
0.848*** 1.5 m
0.880***
ECH25ECe surface
0.951*** surface 0.923*** surface 0.915***
0.3 m
0.936*** 0.3 m
0.582*** 0.3 m
0.872***
0.6 m
0.910*** 0.6 m
0.742*** 0.6 m
0.652***
0.9 m
0.936*** 0.9 m
0.809*** 0.9 m
0.730***
1.2 m
0.929*** 1.2 m
0.701*** 1.2 m
0.737***
1.5 m
0.903*** 1.5 m
0.838*** 1.5 m
0.783***
† *, **, *** significant at 0.05, 0.01, and 0.001 levels, respectively.
†† soil conductivity measurements depths: surface, 0.3-, 0.6-, 0.9-, 1.2-, and 1.5 m.
ECed
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Table 4-3 The effects of four electrical conductivity (EC) measurement methods on
salinity estimates using repeated measure analysis of variance. (The least square mean
estimates were adjusted for each treatment using the Tukey-Kramer method).

†

Means with the same letter in the same row are not significantly different (p > 0.05).
The least square mean estimates were adjusted for each treatment using the TukeyKramer method. SEM is the standard error of mean.

Table 4-4 The effects of six soil depth layers on salinity estimates using repeated measure
analysis of variance. (The least square mean estimates were adjusted for each treatment
using the Tukey-Kramer method).

†

Means with the same letter in the same row are not significantly different (p > 0.05).
The least square mean estimates were adjusted for each treatment using the TukeyKramer method. SEM is the standard error of mean.
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Figure 4-1 Basic principle of operation of the four salinity estimation methods: a) the
dipole orientations and intercoil spacing between transmitter and receiver coils of EM38DD sensor. Induced eddy current loops are proportional to the EC in the bulk soil (i.e.,
1.5 m bulk soil in vertical and 0.75 m in horizontal mode of operation in homogeneous
profile), b) migration of cations and anions across two electrodes placed in either a
saturated paste extract or a diluted saturated paste extract, and c) saturated soil paste
filled in a Bureau of soils cup and migration of cations and anions across two electrodes
are measured.
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Figure 4-2 Least squares mean salinity estimates from the main and interaction effects of
soil depths (surface, 0.3-, 0.6-, 0.9-, 1.2-, and 1.5 m) and EC methods (ECe, ECcup,
ECed, and ECH25ECe) in all samples as well as in each of three texture groups (clay, clay
loam, and loam) of soils collected from the Irrigated Middle Bear (IMB) sub-basin in
Cache County of Utah.
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Figure 4-3 Least squares mean salinity estimates from both main and interaction effects
of EC measurement methods (ECe, ECcup, ECed, and ECH25ECe) and texture groups
(clay, clay loam, and loam texture groups) in each of six soil depths (surface, 0.3-, 0.6-,
0.9-, 1.2-, and 1.5 m) sampled from the Irrigated Middle Bear (IMB) sub-basin in Cache
County of Utah.
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CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The EMI is a well-proven sensing technology for field assessment of salinity. The
EMI reading has to be calibrated with standard soil salinity estimates (ECe) to predict soil
salinity in arid and semi-arid regions. Therefore, to meet the objective of understanding
the dynamics and interacting factors affecting soil salinity prediction using an EMI
sensor, specific emphasis is placed on 1) improving estimates of salinity from the
traditional accepted method (ECe), 2) to utilize the gains from the improved estimates to
develop a robust calibration model for predicting salinity from EMI signal readings, and
3) to assess all saturated paste-related methods for superiority and utility for purposes of
salinity monitoring and overall soil salinity management.
For the first specific task, it is shown that ion pair formation in the soil solution is
responsible for underestimation of soil salinity not only in a high ionic strength solution
but also in a soil solution with low ionic strength, such as that of the calcareous soils. It is
also shown that diluting to conductivities as low as 0.03 dS m-1, rather than 0.3 dS m-1 as
proposed by previous studies (e.g., Simon et al., 1994), minimizes ion pairing and allows
improved estimates of salinity. When TDS is calculated from the ECe values in the
diluted and undiluted extracts, it is shown that the TDS concentrations are higher in the
low to medium ECe ranges (0 – 3 dS m-1) that is omitted from previously published
studies, than in the high ECe group (3 – 10 dS m-1). This finding has important
implications for the sustainable management of calcareous soils (with ECe’s mostly
within the low to medium range) in vulnerable semiarid to arid areas.
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With respect to the second task, a robust calibration model is developed using a
quantile regression (QR) modeling technique. This QR model captured the variability of
the perturbing factors affecting ECa, at different specified conditional quantiles of the
salinity distribution. Support from a validation test showed that at low salinity ranges
corresponding to conditional quantile τ ≤ 0.25, the QR models may be applied to any soil.
This finding has profound applications for salinity monitoring in calcareous soils and
other low range salinity soils. The previous existing models are misleading because they
grossly underestimate salinities in the lower quantiles. A new EMI weighting procedure
is developed to account for the large amounts of heterogeneity that may have caused the
upper-tailed distributional behavior. Moreover, the new EMI depth-weighting procedure
was shown to be independent of the assumption of homogeneity in other soil conditions
affecting the EMI reading.
Finally, a comparison made of salinity measurement methods based on soil
saturated pastes revealed a significantly higher variability with the estimates of ECcup
and ECe methods than with those of the ECe and ECH25ECe methods. Statistical
similarities found between ECe and ECH25ECe, and between ECed and ECH25ECe across all
six depths, points to the appropriateness of the ECH25ECe method for detailed and accurate
field-scale soil salinity monitoring in semiarid regions. The suitability of the EC H25ECe
method derives from its similarity to both the ECed method, which corrects for ion pair
formation and the underestimation of salinity, and the ECe method, which is the standard
method against which other salinity estimates are traditionally compared - a method
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which represents a single realistic moisture state that can accommodate soils with a wide
range of textures and organic matter contents.
With the findings from the specific tasks of this study, the main objective is
realized. This study recommends that for calcareous carbonate-dominated systems 1) the
conductivities of saturation paste extracts be reduced to ≤ 0.03 dS m-1 by means of
dilution to minimize ion pair formation and improve estimates of soil salinity, 2) the use
of detailed ECa data depth-weighted with a few collocated and representative ECe profile
ratios is recommended for field salinity monitoring, and 3) the use of the QR calibration
model is more robust and suitable than existing conditional mean models where
departures from normality, homoscedasticity, and independence, invalidate the model
inferences.
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